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ObvIOus REPRINts

Forgeries, fake cancels, and badly defective 
stamps are normally not included in catalog totals 
unless noted. However, as with any large group 
of stamps, some stamps may prove to be bogus, 
misidentified, or defective. Descriptions of quality 
are meant to apply to the overall condition of 
the lot. Lots described as being "mixed” quality or 
condition should be expected to contain some 
faulty material.

OwNER’s CAtAlOG vAluE 

In some cases an "owner’s catalog value” is given. 
Such a figure is just that. An owner’s value may 
be useful as a guide but H.R. Harmer does not 
guarantee the accuracy of such a figure. Gum. 
Stamps described as "mint” can be expected to 
have original gum (OG), but should be expected 
to be hinged unless specifically noted as never 
hinged (NH).

ExPERtIzING mARks 

We sometimes mention an expert’s signature 
or guarantee mark on a stamp. However, while 
we believe that the vast majority of stamps so 
described are genuine, H.R. Harmer implies no 
warranty to that effect.

vAluAtIONs 

A Start Price is given for each lot. We do not accept 
any bids below the start price. All collection lots or 
lots containing in excess of 10 stamps offered in 
this auction are sold "as is” and are not returnable 
for any reason whatsoever.Please be certain to read 
the full Terms & Conditions of Sale at the rear of the 
catalog. All bidders will be bound by those Terms & 
Conditions of Sale.

s y m b O l s  

A    –  Autograph 
E    –  Essay 
P    –  Proof 
S    –  Specimen 
1 1  –  mint, never hinged 
1  –   mint, hinged, or without gum as issued 
2   –  mint, no gum (unused) 
1, 3   –  mint & used 
3 –  used    
5 –  on piece 
6  –  cover

Condition of Collections And large lots

All bids are in u.s. dollars

No bids below the start Price will be accepted!

H.R. Harmer · Global Philatelic Network · USA

45 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 2607 · New York · NY 10111

www.hrharmer.com 

Phone 929.436.2800
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bidding Increments
Bids of    Increase by
up to $100   $5
$100 to $300   $10
$300 to $725   $25
$750 to $1,450   $50
$1,500 to $2,900  $100
$3,000 to $7,250  $250
$7,500 to $14,500  $500
$15,000 to $29,000  $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500  $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  $10,000
$300,000 and up  $25,000

Bids that do not conform to the above 
increments will be reduced to the next 
appropriate bid. No bids accepted below the 
start price.

limit bids

Individuals who wish to restrict their total 
purchases to a fixed amount (not less than 
$1,000) in any given auction may do so by 
advising us of the maximum amount they wish 
to spend. We will execute bids only until lots 
in the indicated limit are secured. The buyer’s 
premium will be added to the total, after the 
limit has been reached. All estimates are in u.S. 
Dollars. All times listed are Eastern time (unless 
noted). A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added 
to the hammer price of each lot.

Absentee bidding
Bid directly on www.hrharmer.com and also by 
phone, fax, email or mail. Register now to start 
bidding at www.hrharmer.com.

telephone bidding
Telephone bidding for our auction is on a limited 
and priority basis only. If you are interested in 
telephone bidding, please contact our office at 
929-436-2800 no later than 72 hours before the 
day of the sale, with your contact information 
and a list of the lots that you wish to bid on

live Internet bidding
We invite you to utilize live internet bidding via 
www.stampauctionnetwork.com for our sales. 
In order to bid during our live auction, you must 
be registered and approved for bidding with 
both Stamp Auction Network & H.R. Harmer. If 
you are registered at Stamp Auction Network, 
have been approved for bidding by H.R. 
Harmer and are ready to start bidding: Login at  
www.stampauctionnetwork.com, go to the 
Table of Contents for our sale, and select "Join 
the Public Auction in Progress.” You will be 
assigned a paddle number and are ready to 
start bidding. Lastly, if you are bidding actively 
on a lot and the bidding has passed your 
maximum bid, kindly use the "Pass” button to 
help expedite the sale.
Please note: Once a lot is announced as sold by 
the auctioneer on the floor, no late Internet bids 
will be accepted, nor will lots be reopened to 
the Internet once they have been sold on the 
floor. If you have any questions or concerns 
about Internet bidding or the registration 
process please do not hesitate to contact our 
office at 929-426-2800 or you can email us at 
info@hrharmer.com.

H.R. Harmer · Global Philatelic Network · USA

45 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 2607 · New York · NY 10111

www.hrharmer.com 

929.436.2800

bidding
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The Collection

Prescott, Arizona—home to America’s longest-running rodeo—is perhaps the last place I 
expected to encounter what is almost certainly the world’s finest collection of Nicaragua. 
But when Bill Byerley and his wife welcomed me into their house on a freezing February 
morning I immediately knew that such a collection was exactly what I was looking at.

First and foremost, the breadth of the collection was simply astounding: from stampless 
covers through the Sandinistas, every era of Nicaraguan history during which mail existed 
was represented. And general, Scott catalogue-listed issues were only the tip of the iceberg—
the Byerley collection extends so far into the back of the book, I hesitate to think that there 
was any stamp issue, postal or fiscal, that Bill did not attempt to study seriously. 

As I met with Bill I asked him why he decided to collect Nicaragua, out of all the possible 
areas of philately to specialize in. He explained to me that most of Nicaragua’s governmental 
postal records were destroyed over the years, which allows collectors to this day to piece 
together the rates and routes that would otherwise be lost. Whereas most collectors are able 
to take a cover and figure out where it fits into the grand scheme of postal history, collectors 
of Nicaragua must take a cover and first reconstruct the nation’s postal history before they 
can even begin to figure out where it fits.

Nicaragua seems to me to have something for every collector. There are beautiful engraved 
issues by the American Banknote Company and Waterlow & Sons and there are crude 
locally-overprinted issues ideal for detailed study. There are pioneer airmail issues that call 
to mind the romantic early days of aviation, and revolutionary issues from the decidedly 
un-romantic overthrow of the government by the Sandinistas decades later. Whether you 
are an advanced postal historian or simply like attractive stamps, Nicaragua has something 
to offer you.

In this first catalogue of the Byerley Collection we attempted to touch on as many different 
segments of Nicaraguan philately as possible, from the first issue right through to the 1930s. 
There are, therefore, numerous gaps in the sale; if an issue you are interested in is absent 
from this catalogue, there is a good chance it will be forthcoming next spring.

I have certainly relished the opportunity to learn a great deal about the stamps and postal 
history of Nicaragua through the production of this catalogue. It is much easier to learn a 
difficult subject when you have a good teacher, and Bill Byerley’s impeccable annotations 
and analyses of complex rates and routes have proven to be just that. 

We hope you too will enjoy your journey through Nicaraguan philately.

Charles Epting
September 2019
New York, New York

7
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Scott Numbers Maxwell Numbers Lot Numbers
1-2 1-2 101-07
3-7 3-7 101-15

8-12 8-12 116-17
13-19 13-19 121-26

121-33 150-62 128-42
133A-G Unlisted 143-44
134-58 163-213 145-64
159-61 214-16 165-70
162-63 217-18 171-73
167-74 219-26 174-78
175-78 234-39 179-89
179-91 240-52 190-91

193-200 253-60 192-202
202-08 261-67 203-05
212-16 268-72 206-16
266-78 326-38 210-15
279-94 339-67 216-19

295-309 368-82 220-43
311-37 384-411 244-49
395-96 484-85 251-53
401-07 490-96 254
418-21 521-24 255-67
422-25 525-28 268-72
525-35 632-42 273-276
575-79 680-84 277-80
665-70 783-88 281-83
C47-48 A50-51 284-90
C88-91 A111-14 291-92

C164-71 A173-81 293-96
C186-202 A195-211 297-306
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LotNo Start Price

101 (*)   4       1, 1862 2c Dark blue, right margin block of four with part imprint, unused, fresh and Fine  75

102 (*)   4       1, 1862 2c Dark blue, block of 18, "TE" of "Porte" joined variety at position 6, double vertical perforations 
between columns 3 and 4 or 4 and 5, unused as usual, some sensible hinge reinforcement, fresh and 
Fine-Very Fine, a striking first issue multiple (Maxwell 1, 1a)  200

103 (*)   4       1 var, 1862 2c Dark blue, "TE" in "Porte" joined, block of four with bottom left stamp the variety, nicely 
centered, unused, fresh and Very Fine (Maxwell 1a, rarity "C")  100

NiCARAgUA
1862 First Issue

(Scott  # 1-2)

American Bank Note Company

103

102

101
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LotNo Start Price

104           P 2P, 1862 5c Green trial color proof, on card, bottom margin block of 40 from the lower portion of 
the sheet with four imprints, folded vertically (some separation) in fifth column, pen notations and 
handstamps in bottom margin, otherwise Very Fine and impressive block  150

105 5          2, 1862 5c Black, horizontal strip of five affixed on partial cover front and cancelled with wavy lines in 
pen, Very Fine and eye-catching multiple, 2003 Moorhouse certificate stating "largest known multiple of this 
stamp at this present time. This partial front is from a known correspondence addressed to Sr. Don Agustin Pasos in 
Guatemala"  1,000

View of Guatemala City

105

104
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LotNo Start Price

106  3         1-2, 1862 2c-5c First Issue, 2c (6), 5c (12) with pen cancels (as always for used examples), including 2c 
identifiable Granada, Leon, Managua cancels, all others are numerals, lines, etc., typical very mixed 
condition (some faulty) but a nice group of these scarce first issues; some ex-Birks  150

107 (*) 3         1-2, 1862 2c-5c First Issue Specialized Collection, advanced collection of unused and used singles and 
multiples, proofs and specimens, etc., includes plate proofs in trial and issued colors on india or card, 
"Specimen" overprints on imperf issued and trial colors including 2c block of eight and 5c block of 10, 
5c Green perforated trial color proof, unused singles, 2c joined "TE" used, 5c used strips of 3 and 4 with 
pen cancels, etc., usual mixed condition, Fine group for the specialist  500

1869-71 Second Issue, perforated 
 (Scott # 3-7)

108           P 3-7E, 1869-71 1c-25c Second Issue, Imperforate trial color proofs on card, 1c green and blue, 2c black 
and green, 5c blue and black, 10c blue and green, 25c blue and orange, mostly well margined, Fine-Very 
Fine  250

Ex 108

Ex 107

Ex 106
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LotNo Start Price

109           P 3-7P, 1869-71 1c-25c Second Issue, Plate proofs on india, in issued colors with two different shades of the 
1c value, some usual minor india paper faults, Very Fine appearance, scarce set  250

110           P 3-7P, 1869-71 1c-25c Second Issue, Plate proofs on card, in issued colors with two different shades of the 
1c and 2c values, 5c small scissor cut in the margin only, Fine-Very Fine and scarce  250

111           P 5P, 1869 5c Black, Plate proof, on thin white wove paper (22½x19mm), two folds in each direction well 
clear of design, some shallow thinning from hinge removal, Very Fine and rare  100

111

110

109
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LotNo Start Price

112       S    5S, 1869 5c Blue trial color proof, "Specimen" overprint, block of 42 on thin paper affixed on card, red 
overprint, fresh and Very Fine, an impressive and rare multiple  250

113 */**   4       5, 1869 5c Black, block of 12, o.g., nine stamps NH (including one with slight gum disturbance), 3 stamps 
hinge remnants, fresh and Fine-Very Fine, impressive multiple; ex-Birks (Scott $600 as hinged singles)  250

113

112
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LotNo Start Price

114 *          6 var, 1869 10c Vermilion, Horizontal pair, Imperforate vertically, bottom margin pair with partial 
imprint, disturbed gum, small thin spot in right stamp, Very Fine appearance (Maxwell 6b, rarity "C"")  100

115 * 3         P 3-7, 1869-71 1c-25c Second Issue Specialized Collection, splendid selection of mint singles and multiples, 
trial color proofs, reprints including multiples, etc., includes complete set of card proof top margin 
imprint blocks (less 2c) of 20 (folded) in green, assortment of imperf trial color proofs on india, 1c Bistre 
brown with "Muestra" overprint, 5c Black with blue "Cancelled" overprint, stamps including 2c pane of 
50 unused, 2c with "TE" of "Porte" joined mint (2), 1873 printing 10c, 25c corner margin blocks of 16 
mint (each ex-Fernando), assorted reprints including corner margin blocks, etc., usual mixed condition, 
Fine foundation collection  500

1878-80 Second Issue Rouletted 
 (Scott # 8-12)

116 (*)   4       10, 1878 5c Black, left margin imprint block of 20, unused, fresh and Very Fine (Scott $1,000 for o.g. 
singles)  200

116

Ex 115

114
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LotNo Start Price

117 * 3         8-12, 1878-80 1c-25c Rouletted Issue Collection, desirable assortment of hundreds of mint and used 
singles and multiples on pages with highlights including different papers, assorted cancels including 
some manuscript, useful group of the number/letter combinations including some scarcer, dated 
cancels, geometric cancels including targets, crossroads, circle of wedges, stars; 1c mint half sheet of 50, 
1c-2c corner margin blocks of 16/20, 5c unused margin blocks of 20, 40 or 50 plus reprint blocks of 16 
and 50, 10c mint block of 50 (some separations), 25c reprint block of 50, 1c-5 and 25c ABN Co proof 
blocks with security punch, usual mixed condition, Very Good-Very Fine, a specialist's delight  750

118  3         3/12, 1869/80 Second Issue Cancels Collection, hundreds of mostly perforated issue singles mostly 
arranged by cancel type on homemade pages, includes oval "Granada" including reference forgeries, 
town "killers" including reference forgeries, few of the letter/numeral combinations, misc cds, assorted 
mute and dumb cancels, geometrics including stars and targets, foreign cancels in Nicaraguan stamps 
including some US duplexes, 10c vermilion on thin white paper perforated pair used (RPS certificate), 
assorted manuscript cancels, "negative" numerals, etc. and including some fake cancels added to Seebeck 
issues to satisfy collectors, usual mixed condition, Very Good-Very Fine, excellent foundation collection  500

119  3         3/12, 1869/80 Second Issue "Letter/Numeral" Cancels Collection, few hundred perforated and 
rouletted issues neatly arranged on homemade pages and arranged by the 13 different cancel types and 
including numerous scarcer combinations such as 1/S 10c perf, 2/R 2c perf joined "TE", 3/G 5c perf 
joined "TE", 5/M 10c perf, 25c perf, 6/M 25c perf (2), 7/L type I 25c perf, 9/C 25c perf, 10/O 10c 
perf (2), 25c perf, 10c roulette, 11/M 10c perf, 25c perf, 12/J 10c perf, 25c roulette, etc., usual mixed 
condition, Very Good-Very Fine, ideal for continuation  200

120           First Issue Forgeries Collection, few hundred "mint " and "used" (fake stamps and/or cancels) perfed 
(including 1862 issue) and rouletted stamps including multiples and variety of different forgery types 
including woodcuts, crude lithographs, etc., very mixed condition, Very Good-Very Fine  100

1882 Seal of Nicaragua Issue 
 (Scott # 13-19)

121   6        15, 1882 5c Blue, two singles tied on cover addressed to Italy by Ocotal April 6, 1887 duplex cancels, 
ms "Via Panama" routing, octagonal "Aspinwall/Paq Fr A No 3" May 3 French transit cancel, multiple 
backstamps showing routing through Corinto plus assorted Italian cancels with a Diano Marina May 26 
arrival, cover some small faults mostly on the back side, still Fine, scarce origin and a desirable small-town 
destination  150

122   6        16, 1882 10c Dull violet, single franking tied on cover to London by framed "3/G" cancel of Granada, 
lightly struck Granada February 7, [1886] cds straight-line "Corinto" routing handstamp upper left, dated 
sender's handstamp lower left, backstamped London March 6 arrival, stamp with a light diagonal crease, 
cover light vertical bend and trivial edge wrinkling, portion of backflap missing and some mounting 
remains on back, still Fine and rare  150

View of Corinto

122

121
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LotNo Start Price

123   6        18, 1882 20c Slate grey, single franking tied on cover addressed to London by framed "3/G" cancel of 
Granada with accompanying January 6, [1886] cds, ms "Via San Juan del Sur" routing, backstamped San 
Juan Del Sur January 6, New York City "Panama Transit" January 24 "opera glass" and red London February 
5 arrival, stamp top left corner perf off from rough opening at top and left, envelope light vertical bend 
and some edge wrinkling, back side some mounting remains, still a Fine and scarce double weight cover  200

124  3         19, 1882 50c Dull violet, nicely centered with fresh color, unobtrusive cancel, Very Fine and choice; 
woefully undercatalogued in Scott, 1975 RPS certificate (Scott $25)  75

125 5          19, 1882 50c Dull violet, on piece along with single 10c Dull violet (16), each with "Leon" town killer and 
accompanying October 17, 1889 cds alongside, 50c some slightly trimmed or gum soaked perfs, Fine and 
rare, would possibly be paying the 6x rate for foreign mail, 50c value used quite scarce  50

126 * 3 6        13-19, 1882 1c-50c Seal of Nicaragua Specialized Collection, mint and used singles and multiples, covers, 
proofs, specimens, etc. with most arrranged and annotated on homemade pages, includes 1c-50c pairs with 
"Specimen" overprint, 1c-15c proofs in issued colors, 1c-20c green trail color proof on card pairs, a full set of 
mint singles and blocks including shade varities from the two different printings, multitude of used singles 
(and few multiples) showing wide range of the popular letter/numeral cancels including the 15c and 20c 
values, additional town "killers," some geometrics, covers include various to USA with 2x 5c franking, 1883 
to Corinto to London and 1888 Corinto to Germany with 10c single franking, and 1889 to USA with1c (5) 
and 10c on 5c postal stationery envelope; generally Fine-Very Fine and ideal for the specialist   1,000

Ex 126

125
124

123
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LotNo Start Price

127 * 3      R   1890/99 Era "Seebeck" Specialized Collection, thousands of regular, dues, telegraph and official issues 
neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages, includes mint and used original issues plus an 
overwhelming array of infamous "Seebeck" reprints and proofs, includes methods used to distinguish 
originals from reprints including samples showing different papers, gums and colors, among the 
"originals" we note perforation errors including imperfs, 1890 issue "Specimen" oveprints with salesman 
pen lined from sample book/card, proofs,  1894 issue "Dire" overprints from PM General New Year 
cards, 1896 15c with "Ask for Kennedy's Crackers" ad on back, the "Seebecks" include overprinted issues, 
multiples including positional pieces with imprint, imperfs and perforation errors, salesmen samples with 
pen-line, errors of color, 1891 5p inverted center, etc., overall fresh and F-VF, a monumental achievement 
and a delight for the specialist collector  5,000

1900 Mt. Momotombo Issue 
 (Scott # 121-33)

128   6        121, 1900 1c Plum, single and strip of four on cover addressed to Leon, the strip tied by two strikes of 
Chinandega September 5, 1900 double oval, single cancelled but not tied by circular "Chinan" town 
killer, backstamped Leon September 6 arrival, single stamp top left corner perf folded over edge, 
backflap missing, still Very Fine, pays the 5c/15gr domestic rate, ex-Col. Green  150

129   6        121-22, 1900 1c-2c Mt. Momotombo, 1c (3), 2c tied on picture postcard (view of patio in Jinotega) to 
Spain by Granada August 7, 1904 oval cancels, additional August 8 Corinto transit cancel, Fine and rare 
combination paying the 5c postcard foreign rate  75

1890-99 "Seebeck" Issue

Cathedral of St. Peter in Leon

Street in Granada

129

128
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LotNo Start Price

130   6        121-24, 127-28, 1900 1c-4c, 10c-15c Mt. Momotombo, singles on registered "A.R." cover addressed to 
Truro, Nova Scotia, 1c, 15c tied by San Juan Del Sur January 28, 1900 oval, other values with a circular 
"Sur" town killer, accompanied by registry and oval A.R. handstamps, ms "Via Panama & New York" 
routing, backstamped New York February 15, St John February 17, Truro February 19, stamps some gum 
soaked perfs; 1c, 3c, 4c trimmed perfs at top, envelope light bend at lower right and corner clipped, still 
a Fine early use to a rare destination  250

131   6        121, 123-26, 1900 1c, 3c-6c Mt Momotombo, 1c (2), 3c-6c singles tied on 5c postal stationery envelope 
(H&G B45) addressed to Germany by Bluefields July 13, 1901 cancels, accompanying registry handstamp 
ties the 1c singles, New York City exchange registry label adjacent to indicia (label with small scuff), 
backstamped New Orleans July 23 and New York City July 25 transit cancels, 1c (1) some blunt perfs, 3c 
straight-edge at bottom, envelope some light wrinkling and bit of paper adherence on back, Fine and 
rare  200

Street scene of Truro, Nova Scotia

View of Bluefield's

131

130
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LotNo Start Price

132   6        121, 124, 1900 1c, 4c Mt. Momotombo, singles tied on picture postcard (shows Indians of the Moskito 
Coast) addressed to "Supt Foreign Mails/Washington DC/USA" by Bluefields February 2, 1902 oval cancel 
and a Washington, DC February 14 arrival machine cancel, additional "Office Foreign Mails/P.O.D./Feb 
14 1902" handstamp, back side with New Orleans February 11 transit machine cancel, some gum-soaked 
perfs, still Very Fine; message from Rolando Kuehn (the Port Medical Officer at Bluefields and later a 
stamp dealer) complains about mail to him addressed to Colombia not getting forwarded to him  100

133 (*)          124 var, 1900 4c Olive green, Vertical pair, Imperforate horizontally, top left corner margin pair, without 
gum, Very Fine and unique poisition piece (unlised in Scott; Maxwell 153a)  150

134   6        125, 1900 5c Dark blue, pair tied on envelope addressed to San Francisco by Leon January 22, 1900 (very 
early use), backstamped Corinto January 23 transit and San Francisco February 9 machine cancel arrival, 
Very Fine, pays the 10c/15gr second foreign rate  75

134

133

132
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LotNo Start Price

135   6        125, 1900 5c Dark blue, strip of five tied on back side of registered cover from Jinotega to the German 
Consul at Managua, stamps tied by Jinoteca September 12, 1900 cancels, Managua September 19 arrival 
and registry oval cancels, address side with Jinotega boxed registry handstamp indicationg 10gr sending, 
light central horizontal fold, Fine and rare domestic registered A.R. use  120

136           P 126P1, 1900 6c Carmine rose, Large sunken die proof, mounted on 225x150mm card, die C-442, 
pencilled order number "26495" at lower right, Very Fine and choice  250

137   6        128, 1900 15c Ultramarine, single franking tied on cover addressed to Belize, British Honduras by rare 
purple Cabo De Gracias A Dios July 16, 1901 cancel, backstamped Bluefields August 6, New Orleans 
August 16 transits and Belize August 21 arrival, Very Fine, ex-Nathan  75

138           P 129P1, 1900 20c Brown, Large sunken die proof mounted on 225x150mm card, die C-445, penciled 
order number "26464" at lower right, Very Fine and choice  500

View of Mt. Momotombo

136

138

137
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LotNo Start Price

139   6        129, 1900 20c Brown, single tied on 5c postal stationery envelope (H&G B45) addressed to "Guatemala/
Capitol" by Managua March 25, 1900 serrated oval and Guatemala April 9 arrival cancel, Managua and 
Corinto registry handstamps, backflap sealed with "Administracion De Correos" wax seal, opened and 
very slightly reduced at left, some edge wrinkling (notably top right corner just into indicia) likely due to 
thickness/weight (45gr) of sending, Fine triple-weight registered cover during rate 2  75

140   6        129, 1900 20c Brown, single plus 5c Blue, 10c on 2p (Scott 147, 159) tied on registered "A.R." cover to 
USA by San Juan Del Sur June 2, 1902 cancels with accompanying registry and oval A.R. handstamps, 
backside with all-over ad for "His Master's Voice" gramaphone ad and two different New York City July 1 
or July 2 registry transit/arrival cancels, cover trivial bit of edge wrinkling, Fine and attractive use  75

141   6        130, 1900 50c Lake, single franking tied on registered cover addressed to Paris by lightly struck Corinto 
cancel with accompanying registry and straight-line "Certificado" handstamps, Paris May 10, 1900 arrival 
cds on front and back sides, cover opened at left (trivial edge break) and with some edge wear, Fine and 
scarce quadruple weight cover  75

142 * 3 6        121-133, 1900 1c-5p Mt. Momotombo Issue Specialized Collection, on well-annotated homemade pages 
and with the multitude of covers enhanced by rate analysis, includes complete set mint, used and with 
ABN Co. "Specimen" overprint and punch plus scores of used singles with different cancels including 
smaller towns (plus page with New Orleans cancels), the true star of the collection is the approximately 
75 covers and postcards showing single, multiple and mixed issue frankings, couple bisects, registered 
mail, foreign destinations, scarce rates, elusive cancels, etc., most of the foreign mail to USA but also 
includes Austria, Belgium, Chile, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Switzerland, etc., usual mixed condition but an 
overall Fine and stunning collection  3,000

141
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143   6        133C-133D, 1902 20c-30c Mt. Momotombo, 20c single front side, 30c (two overlapping singles) on back 
side of registered A.R. cover to London, all tied by a San Juan del Norte June 18, 1903 cancel with 
accompanying registry handstamp, New York registry exchange label overlaps 20c, oval "A.R." (marking 
pen enhanced), backstamped New York City June 30 and London July 9, cover open three sides for 
display, top right corner mended, stamps and cover some postal wear, still Fine and rare, ex-Nathan  250

144 (*) 3 

6        

133A-133G, 1902 2c-50c Mt. Momotombo Specialized Collection, includes full set of unused singles (two 
sets of the 5c-50c), couple stock sheets of unused and used singles including 30c (2) with New Orleans 
cancel and 20c, 30c with paquebot cancels, covers include 1902 to San Juan del Norte to New York with 5c 
(3); 1902 San Juan del Norte to New York City (stamp/ cover creases); 1902 registered A.R. San Juan del 
Norte to USA on 15c stationery envelope (H&G B47, trimmed at right through indicia); 1903 registered 
San Juan del Norte to France with 20c and New York exchange label (envelope top right corner off); 
1903 registered Bluefields to Germany with 30c and New York exchange label (envelope bottom left 
corner clipped); 1903 San Juan del Norte to New York City with 30c (folded over top of envelope); 1904 
registered Masaya to Italy with 10c on uprated postal stationery (additional stamp missing); usual mixed 
condition, still a Fine assortment of these difficult issues  2,000

1902 Mt. Momotombo Issue  
 (Scott # 133A-G)

View of San Juan del Norte

Ex 144
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145 (*)          Maxwell 163, 1901 2c on 1c Plum, well-centered, without gum, light diagonal crease, otherwise Very Fine 
and scarce; an issue created in error and it is uncertain whether or not it was released to the public, it 
is believed just one or two sheets were printed (priced in a Scott footnote at $250; Maxwell rarity "C")  100

146  3         Maxwell 163, 1901 2c on 1c Plum, well-centered, portion of double oval cancel, few nibbed perfs, Very 
Fine and scarce; an issue created in error and it is uncertain whether or not it was released to the public, 
it is believed just one or two sheets were printed and distributed to "friends" of the post office with some 
being used (Maxwell rarity "C")  100

147 */(*) 3         134-36, 1901 2c-20c Surcharges Specialized Collection, comprehensive selection of mint and used singles 
and multiples plus some covers on homemade pages, loaded with surcharge errors and varieties including 
inverts, doubles, ornament varieties, broken bars, etc., highlights including full set mint and used, the 
"officially unissued" 2c on 1c Plum with bar below "1901" used (Maxwell 163a), 2c on 1P horizontal block 
of six with top stamps 134a and bottom 134 (without gum), 134 strip of three tied on wrapper, 134 block 
of 25 NH, 10c on 5P vertical setenant pair 135a/135 without gum (ex-Birks), 135a top margin strip of five 
used, vertical setenant pair 136a/136 without gum, 20c on 2P block of four without gum and and used 
(both ex-Birks), etc., usual mixed condition, Very Good-Very Fine, a desirable collection of these scarce issues  400

148   6        134-36, 1901 2c-20c Surcharges Covers Collection, 12 covers to foreign destinations (mostly USA) with 
variety of single, multiple and mixed issue frankings, includes 1901 Granada to Paris with 129 and 135; 
1902 San Juan del Norte to Chicago with 134 pair, 135, and 137; 1901 Jinotepe to Guatemala with 135 
single franking; 1901 Bluefields to USA with 135 pair; 1901 Leon to USA with 125 and 135a (ex-Waite); 
1901 Bluefields (Panama Railroad Co. corner card) to USA with 135a pair; 1901 double rate Managua 
to Switzerland with 125 (2) and 136; 1901 Bluefields to Germany (legal size, faults) with 122 (2), 134 (8 
including strip of 5), 136, and 141; 1902 registered double weight Bluefields to USA (legal size) with 136 
pair; usual mixed condition but a Fine assortment  350

1901 Surcharge Issue  
 (Scott # 134-58)

Ex 148
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149   6        143, 1901 50c Lake, single franking tied on registered cover addressed to New York by nice strike of 
Granada November 17, 1903 double oval with accompanying registry handstamp plus Corinto registry 
marking, backstamped "NY Regy 12-1 1903" double oval plus portion of a boxed registry marking, opened 
at bottom and the cover bit wrinkled and worn slightly affecting the stamp but still Fine and an extremely 
rare single franking of the set's high value paying double foreign rate plus registry fee  150

150 (*) 3         137-43, 1901 1c-50c Overprints Specialized Collection, mostly on homemade specialty pages and 
including complete unused and used sets, multiples including full set in unused strips of five, overprint 
errors and varieties, different cancels, etc., premium include 140a red and gold overprints used, 143a in 
pair with normal unused and single used, reprints including 2c unused block overprint different spacings 
and second stamp "Corrcos" variety, 5c unused strip of five (fourth stamp "Corres" var), 10c unused full 
setting of 25 with inverted overprint (position 2 "Corres" var), generally fresh and Fine-Very Fine  150

151   6        137-41, 143, 1901 Overprints Cover Collection, 11 foreign use covers (most to USA) on homemade pages 
with rate analysis showing assorted single, multiple and mixed issue frankings, includes 1901 Granada 
to Germany with 124, 137, and 139 on 5c stationery envelope with German Consulate in Managua 
wafer seal on back; 1901 Momotombo to San Salvador with 121, 134, and 138 and German Consulate in 
Managua wafer seal on back; 1901 Managua to San Salvador with 139 and 140 and a German Consulate 
in Managua wafer seal on back; 1901 registered San Juan del Norte to USA with 125 pair and 141 pair; 
1901 San Juan del Norte double rate to Switzerland with 125 (2) and 141; 1903 double weight registered 
Corinto to USA with 140 (2 singles) on 5c stationery envelope plus 169 strip of three on back side; 1903 
10x rate registered Managua to USA with 143 (3), 161, and 162 (faulty cover with bottom left corner 
removed); 1904 double rate Bluefields to Germany with 141 and 160 (2); usual mixed condition but a 
Fine and useful group  350

Curb Brokers on Broad Street

Ex 151

Ex 150
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152  3  4       147a, 1901 10c on 2P Salmon, Inverted surcharge, block of four with centrally struck Corinto March 10, 
1901 cancel and portion of others at bottom, Very Fine and rare multiple undervalued in Scott, ex-Birks, 
Nathan (Scott $110 as singles)  75

153   6        151, 1901 20c on 5p Black, with 1902 5c Litho (159) tied on registered cover to San Francisco by Bluefields 1903 
cancel with accompanying registry handstamp, ms "Via New Orleans" routing, backstamped New Orleans May 29 
and San Francisco June 4, cover neatly opened at right, Chinese characters and chop at right, Very Fine  100

154 */(*) 3         144-51, 1901 Black, Blue and Red Surcharges Collection, neatly arranged on specialized homemade 
pages and including the complete set mint and used plus some multiples and a range of surcharge errors 
and varieties including inverted, double, triple, etc. plus bar, ornament, letter, etc. varieties; notables 
include block of six with 144 (4) + 144a (2) mint, 145a variety double surcharge mint, block of six 
with 145 (4) + 145a (2) mint, 145b in pair with normal unused,  147 block of 25 mint (pictured in 
Nicarao January 2015, page 9), 148a in pair with normal used, block of six with 149 (4) + 149a (2) mint, 
149b in mint block with three normals (variety NH), 150 unused block, 150b variety inverted surcharge 
unused, 151b block unused (toned), etc., usual mixed condition but better than usual and generally 
Fine-Very Fine; splendid collection with many ex-Maxwell or ex-Birks  500

View of Bluefield's
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155   6        144/151, 1901 3c/20c Black, Blue and Red Surcharges Cover Collection, 26 covers including uprated 
postal stationery neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages with rate analysis, four domestic uses 
with the balance to foreign countries (mostly USA), variety of multiple and mixed issue frankings, includes 
1902 Kinoteca to Managua with 146b single franking; 1902 postal cards to Germany uprated with 145 (2) 
or 150; 1902 San Juan del Norte to USA (legal size US Consular mail, faults) with 147 strip of three; 1902 
Matagalpa to Germany with franking on both sides of the envelope including a 145b; 1902 registered 
Managua to Naples, Italy with French transit cancel, 147 pair and 159; 1902 registered Managua to London 
with 139 and 147 (2); 1902 Managua to Hungary with 147 and 159; 1902 double rate Diriamba to USA with 
147, 150 and 151; 1903 registered (legal size) Bluefields to USA with 151 strip of four (one stamp faulty) 
and 159; usual mixed condition but a Fine and elusive assortment of the covers of this issue  750

156        R   1904 Reprints of the 1901 Surcharged Issue Collection, mint and precancelled (though note a handful of 
postally cancelled) singles and blocks on homemade specialized pages including surcharge errors and varieties 
including doubles, inverted, omissions, broken letters, etc., note (Maxwell numbers) 196R mint sheet of 25 
with 3 "ccnt" errors, 197R precancelled sheet of 25 with 2 "ccnt" and 1 "ceiit" errors, 199R precancelled sheet 
of 25 (straight-edge at bottom), 200Ra block of six with some surcharge varieties, 203R sheet of 25 black wavy 
line surcharge (some inverted) and "Centcvos" error, etc., mostly Fine-Very Fine; these reprints were dealer-
inspired and were never regularly issued or used and, most likely, never saw Nicaragua  150

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Additional images of collections can be viewed on our website at www.hrharmer.com

Ex 155
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157   6        152-57, 1901 1c-30c Overprints, singles plus 144, 149, and O145 all tied on registered "A.R." cover to 
Montreal, Canada by Granada December 21, 1901 cancels with usual Granada and Corinto registry 
handstamps, backstamped New York City January 10, 1902, Montreal January 13, ms "Via Panama & New 
York" routing, neatly opened at right, Very Fine and colorful, though clearly philatelic  100

158   6        155, 1901 10c Purple, two singles plus strip of three (one with italic "o") tied on registered cover to USA 
by Leon July 24, 1903 cancels with accompanying registry handstamp and another applied at Corinto, 
backstamped Corinto July 25 and San Francisco August 12, cover opened and slightly trimmed at left, 
light aging spots, still a Fine double weight cover with proper franking  75

159   6        157, 1901 30c Dark green, single franking on cover addressed to England, tied by Leon May 17, 1905 
cancel with a Camborne June 16 receiving cds alongside, backstamped Corinto May 17 and Camborne 
June 15, bit roughly opened at top and partially at right with some tiny edge breaks and backflap tears, 
still a Fine double weight single franking  100

Street scene in Montreal
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160   6        157, 1901 30c Dark green, single franking on cover addressed to England, tied by Leon May 11, 1905 
cancel with a Camborne June 1 receiving cds alongside, backstamped Corinto May 11 and Camborne 
June 1, light vertical fold at left but a light corner bend upper right affects stamp, still a Fine double 
weight single franking  100

161   6        157, 1901 30c Dark green, plus 1901 3c on 6c, 2c (Scott 148, 153) tied on registered cover addressed to 
USA by Jinotepe December 14, 1901 cancels with an accompanying registry handstamp alongside plus 
additional Corinto registry marking at bottom, backstamped Corinto December 15 and San Francisco 
January 7, 1902, envelope with couple sets of staple holes at sides, Very Fine, proper and attractive mixed 
issue three-color franking  100

162   6        158, 1902 50c Lake, pair plus 1902 30c Dark green and 1902 10c Litho (Scott 157, 161) all tied on 
registered oversized (315x140mm) envelope addressed to Costa Rica by Managua April 8, 1904 cancels 
with accompanying Managua (indicating 390gr sending) and Corinto registry handstamps, backstamped 
Corinto March 9 (incorrect date slug) and San Jose April 25, two German Consulate in Managua sealing 
wafers (one scuffed), 50c stamps some gum-soaked perfs, envelope with small faults including heavy 
central vertical fold, Very Good-Fine, pays 26x foreign rate (5c/15gr third foreign rate) + 10c registry  100

View of Corinto
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163 */(*) 3         152-58, 1901 1c-50c Overprints Specialized Collection, impressive collection mostly on homemade 
specialty pages, includes the full mint and used sets plus replete with the different overprint types, 
multiples, surcharge error and varieties, different cancels, etc., better include "Correos" (italic "o") 
complete mint and used (most ex-Maxwell), 153 strip of three used (scarce multiple), 154 block of 10 
NH, 155 triple overprint - one inverted used, 157a used, 157b unused, 158a unused, etc., usual mixed 
condition with most Fine-Very Fine or better  100

164   6        152-58, 1901 1c-50c Overprints Cover Collection, 22 covers including uprated postal stationery to 
foreign destinations (mostly USA) with variety of multiple and mixed frankings, some italic "o" varieties, 
includes 1901 (November 1, earliest recorded use) Leon to USA with 154 strip of three; 1902 tiny 
envelope (90x51mm) to USA with 5c franking (121, 153 pair) for small matter; 1902 uprated postal card 
Momotombo (scarce) to Germany; 1902 uprated postal card Karala, Wawa/Bluefields (scarce) to USA; 
1902 Bluefields to Germany printed papers rate with 154 (italic "o") single franking; 1902 double weight 
registered "A.R." cover (legal size) Leon to USA with 154 singles (2) and block of eight (one stamp 
italic "o") all on back side; 1903 Ocotal (scarce) to USA with 155 and 159; 1903 registered Bluefields 
to Germany with 155 and 159; 1903 registered Bluefields to USA with 156 and 158; etc., usual mixed 
condition, Fine assortment  750

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Additional images of collections can be viewed on our website at www.hrharmer.com
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165 6 159, 1902 5c Blue Covers Collection, 27 covers or postcards with single, multiples and a few mixed 
issue frankings with range of domestic (4) and foreign (23, most to USA but also Italy, Spain, Sweden, 
Denmark, Costa Rica) uses, on annotated specialty pages with rate analysis, includes 1903 diagonal bisect 
Bluefields to Rama, 1902 Leon to Brooklyn with pair and "T" due marking, 1902 3x rate San Juan del 
Norte (legal size US Consular mail) to USA with two singles and block of seven; 1902 3x rate San Juan 
del Norte (legal size US Consular mail) to USA with single and block of eight; 1902 registered A.R. Leon 
to USA with single and strip of six; 1903 single franking  on picture postcard Corinto to Barcelona; 1903 
Bluefields to Denmark with singles (3) tied by New Orleans transit cancels; 1904 single franking on 
picture postcard to Sweden; usual mixed condition, Fine assortment  750

166 114 161, 1902 10c Violet, bottom right corner margin block of 24, NH, natural gum creases and bends, some 
perf separations as expected, Fine-Very Fine, an unusually large multiple and possibly the largest known 
retaining its selvage  200

1902 Mt. Momotombo Lithographed Issue  
(Scott # 159-61)

166
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167 6 161, 1902 10c Violet, single plus 5c Carmine litho single and pair (Scott 160, pair with extra row horizontal 
perfs) tied on registered cover to Germany by light strikes of Granada August 6, 1904 cancels with 
corresponding Granada and Corinto registry handstamps, Paris September 1 transit cds, backstamped 
Corinto August 6 transit (same day as origin cancel indicating transit by train from Granada), also 3 German 
transit/arrival (September 2) cancels, stamps some perf tip toning, cover light postal wear, Fine use  150

168   6        160, 1902 5c Carmine Litho Covers Collection, 14 covers or postcards with single or multiple frankings 
plus a couple mixed issue, mostly on specialized pages with rate analysis, all foreign uses (mostly to 
USA) and including 1904 Corinto to USA with block of six tied by San Francisco receiver cancels; 104 
single franking on postcard Chinandega to Belgium; 1904 pair on postcard to France tied by pen cancel 
with a US paquebot cancel alongside; 1904 registered Managua to India with block of six (straight edge 
bottom) but stamps missing on back; 1904 Matagalpa (Scarce) to Germany with three singles on US 
Consular Service envelope; 1908 (late use) Bluefields to USA with single and strip of six tied by New 
Orleans transit cancels; usual mixed condition, a Fine selection 300

167
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169   6        161, 1902 10c Violet Covers Collection, 19 covers and postcards with single, multiple and mixed issue 
frankings, all to foreign destinations (mostly USA) and including Italy, France, and Germany, mostly on 
annotated specialty pages with rate analysis, notables include 1903 Bluefields to USA with 5c Blue (Scott 
159), 10c tied by Mobile, Alabama oval transit cancels with a Michigan RPO transit cancel backstamp; 
1903 Rama to USA (forwarded) with 1900 2c-3c (Scott 122-23), 10c cancelled/tied with "S" (steamship) 
killers with a Texas transit cds and straight-line "Paquebot" marking, backstamped Baltimore and Dallas 
(interesting routing); 1904 registered Managua to Italy with strip of three plus 5c Carmine (Scott 160); 
1904 registered Leon to New York City with strip of three on 5c stationery envelope (H&G B45); 1905 
single frankings on picture postcards Corinto to England or Leon to Paris; 1906 with 175c Matagalpa to 
Germany (underpaid), etc., usual mixed condition, Fine selection of covers with the high value of the set 400

170 */(*) 3         159-61, 1902 5c-10c Mt. Momotombo (Litho Print) Specialized Collection, mint and used sets, singles, 
multiples, errors and varieties on homemade specialty pages, note variety of cancels, perforation varieties 
including imperfs (some ex-Birks) and a 5c Blue drastic misperf, 5c Carmine vertical pair imperf and 
bottom and between stamps (ex-Pocock), horizontal block of six with extra row horizontal perfs in top row 
NH, 10c Violet vertical pair imperf horizontally unused, block of ten used (ex-Birks), etc., usual mixed 
condition but better than typically seen, mostly Fine-Very Fine 250

170
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171   6        162, 1902 15c on 2c Vermilion, single franking on envelope with printed "Consular Service, U.S.A." 
corner card and addressed to New York City, tied by a March 29, 1902 straight-line and bold strike of 
"Alleghany" (steamer of the Hamburg-Amerika line) with a two-line "Paquebot/(N.Y. 2d Div.)" handstamp 
(Hosking #950, scarcity "D") alongside, backstamped New York April 8 (2 different), envelope some light 
wrinkling and aging on right side partially affecting stamp, Fine and scarce 200

172   6        162, 1902 15c on 2c Vermilion, single franking on registered picture postcard (image of harvesting coffee) 
addressed to Germany, tied by Masaya March 8, 1904 cancel with accompanying registry handstamp, 
additional Corinto March 9 transit cancel plus registry handstamp and Potsdam April 9 receiver, card 
light corner bend upper left, Fine and rare registered card 100

173 */(*) 3 

6        

162-63, 1902 15c, 20c Surcharges Stamps and Covers Specialized Collection, mostly on specialty 
homemade pages and including the set mint and used, multiples, different cancels, surcharge errors and 
varieties, etc., highlights include 162 and 163 full settings of 25 showing all the setting varieties (162 dist 
gum, 163 unused, both perf separations), 162a used, 163 block of six unused with different surcharge 
varieties, etc., also covers to USA (3), Germany (2), or Italy (1) including some single frankings such as 
162 to Italy and USA, 162 pair (scarce) to USA, mostly Fine-Very Fine 250

172

171

1902 Surcharge Issue  
 (Scott # 162-63)
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174   6        167-70, 1903 1c-10c President Zelaya, singles tied on cover addressed to Paris by light strikes of Managua 
January 5, 1903, backstamped Corinto transit, Paris February 8 arrival plus multiple strikes of a senders 
handstamp and blan labels, stamps some perf tip toning, envelope minor faults, an otherwise Fine and 
very early (perhaps date of issue, as January 5 fell on a Monday) use  100

175   6        168, 1903 2c Rose and black, (second printing) with 1900 1c (Scott 121) tied on 2c on 6c reply card 
(H&G 55d) addressed to Germany by La Libertad November 21, 1904 cancels (card is datelined Paraiso) 
with additional Juigalpa and Corinto transits plus Goslar December 24 arrival, ms "Via Corinto y New York" 
routing, Very Fine and rare use of the second printing on a scarce postal card; from the well-known 
Giesecke correspondence  75

176   6        168, 1903 2c Rose and black, two singles plus 1900 1c (Scott 121) tied on picture postcard (view of 
Corinto) addressed to Austria by Managua March 10, 1903 cancels, a Corinto transit and Wien arrival 
cancel on address side, Very Fine and choice, nice mixed issue combination to a desirable destination  100

1903 President Zelaya Issue  
 (Scott # 167-74)

President's Palace in Managua
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177 */(*) 3         167-74, 1903 1c-1p President Zelaya Specialized Collection, mostly on homemade specialty pages and 
including 1902 1c-10c with "Specimen" overprint and punch including the "error" colors plus the 1c-1p 
1903 printing complete, 167 with "Oficial" overprint used, assorted mint and used (both printings) with 
variety of cancels, multiples including 50c used block, 15c, 20c and 1p blocks of 25 NH, the 5c "error" 
top margin block of 44 NH, etc., mostly Fine-Very Fine  75

178   6        167-70, 173, 1903 1c-10c, 50c President Zelaya Covers Collection, six covers or cards on specialty pages 
with rate analysis, one domestic use with the others mostly to USA; includes 1903 picture postcard 
Managua to Paris with 5c single franking; 1903 registered A.R. cover to USA with 10c strip of three plus 
5c Blue litho (159); 1904 4x rate Granada to USA with 50c plus 5c on 10c pair (175); 1905 Managua 
triple rate local use with 1c strip of five on 10c postal stationery envelope (H&G B46); 1908 Managua to 
Mexico with 1c strip of three (two stamps missing) on back of 10c postal stationery envelope (H&G B46); 
generally Fine or better  150

Ex 178
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179   6        175, 1905 5c on 10c Violet, vertical strip of three (wide spacing between "¢" and "5") tied on envelope 
addressed to Batavia, Java by Corinto June 13, 1905 cancels, backstamped New York City, Batavia August 
5 arrival marking, cover some edge wear/wrinkling affecting stamps, Fine and a rare destination  75

180   6        175, 1905 5c on 10c Violet, vertical strip of three tied on cover to USA by La Paz Estacion January 20, 
1905 ("5" inserted by hand) cancels, backstamped Corinto and New York City, Waltham February 17 
arrival, stamps and cover minor faults but still a Fine and scarce origination cancel  75

181 (*)   4       176 var, 1904 15c on 10c Violet, full setting of 25, inverted "¢" pos 5, 10, 24, 25, most stamps in the third 
and fourth row partially imperforate vertically though there are no error pairs, unused, rough perfs at 
left with portions of two stamps portion left side missing, Very Good-Fine and likely unique (Maxwell 
236d)  75

1904-05 Surcharge Issue  
 (Scott # 175-78)
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182   6        177, 1904 15c on 10c Violet, single franking on registered picture postcard addressed to Germany (shows 
view of Jinotega), tied by Corinto September 24, 1904 cancel with accompanying registry handstamp, 
Potsdam November 6 receiving cds, card with a light vertical bend at left edge not affecting stamp which 
has some trimmed perfs at upper right, Fine and scarce registered use  60

183  3  4       177a, 1904 15c on 10c Violet, Inverted surcharge, block of six with extra horizontal perfs in top row and 
assorted surcharge spacing varieties, lightly cancelled, Fine-Very Fine, a rare error multiple, ex-Birks  200

184 (*)   4       177a, 1905 15c on 10c Violet, Inverted surcharge, full setting of 25, inverted "¢" pos 1, 2, 16, 21, unused, 
small faults affect five stamps, Very Good-Very Fine  75
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185 */(*) 3         175-77, 1904-05 5c-15c Surcharges Specialized Collection, mint and used singles and multiples mostly 
on homemade specialty pages with the multitude of different surcharge settings, errors and varieties 
noted, also note multiples, different cancels, extra perfs, etc and better such as 5c on 10c  single NH 
(scarce thus), double surcharge with inverted "¢" unused, setting of 25 unused with four inverted "¢" (3), 
triple surcharge unused (signed Stroub), double surcharge with extra row horizontal perfs unused, double 
surcharge - one vertical unused, strip of five tied on piece with one inverted "¢," 15c on 10c (176) setting 
of 25 unused with four inverted "¢" (2), imperf pair inverted surcharge unused, imperf block inverted 
surcharge used (both stamps top pair inverted "¢"), single imperf horizontally unused (ex-Birks), vertical 
block of six with center pair imperf between unused, 15c on 10c (177) "5" of "15" omitted unused (ex-
Birks), double surcharge both inverted used, etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine collection  750

186   6        175-77, 1904-05 5c-15c Surcharges Covers Collection, 30 covers (including uprated stationery) or 
postcards with most neatly mounted and annotated on homemade specialty pages with rate analysis 
(including rate changes), domestic (1) and foreign uses (mostly to USA) but note Austria, Hungary, Italy, 
Panama, Romania, premium uses include 1905 postcard Corinto to Germany with 5c single franking 
(underpaid) with Corinto circled "T" due marking; 1905 postcard to England posted on board Pacific 
Mail Steam Ship Co "SS Costa Rica" in Nicaraguan waters with 5c plus 1900 2c (Scott 122) tied by San 
Francisco ovals with "Paquebot" handstamp; 1905 Leon to Bordeaux with 5c pair and block (four of the 
stamps being the inverted "¢" variety); 1906 Managua to Paris via Bluefields with 5c single and block 
(faulty) on 5c envelope (H&G B64); etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine assortment of these  750

187 */(*) 3         Maxwell 231N-233N, 1903 (?) 6c, 1P, 5P Unissued Surcharges Specialized Collection, extensive array 
of these officially unissued surcharges (some know cto) and including mint, multiples, perforation and 
surcharge errors and varieties, most neatly arranged and annotated on homemade specialty pages, better 
and useful items throughout including inverted and double surcharges, different surcharge settings, 
extra perfs, surcharge letter varieties, 6c on 10c cto blocks of eight (2), cto setting of 25 inverted surcharge 
(different cancels) with surcharge varieties (ex-Quast), 1P on 10c block mint, cto blocks of ten (2), 5P on 
10c double surcharge cto, blocks of four and six cto, etc., generally Fine-Very Fine, elusive issue seldom 
offered in such depth  75

Ex 187
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188 (*)   4       178, 1905 "5 Cents." on 10c Violet, vertical block of 15 (3x5), horizontally imperforate between stamps 
5-8, 8-11, 11-14, unused, Very Fine, there was plenty of imperf and partly perfed printer's waste from the 
initial printing of the underlying 1902 10c value but this waste turned up in the Nicaraguan stock and 
was overprinted to meet a shortage of 5c stamps, ex-Waite  75

189 */(*) 3         178, 1905 "5 Cents." on 10c Violet Specialized Collection, mint and used singles and multiples on 
specialty pages and including numerous surcharge errors and varieties including vertical pair imperf 
between unused (straight-edge at bottom, ex-Waite), block of twelve with third row imperf vertical (ex-
Waite), horizontal strip of three with extra row horizontal perfs unused, block of six inverted surcharge 
unused, partial setting of 24 (missing position 11) unused, Blue Surcharge mint, unused (straight-edge 
at bottom) and used, etc., usual mixed condition with most Fine-Very Fine, excellent one-issue collection  150

1905 Coat of Arms Issue  
 (Scott # 179-91)

190 */(*) 3         179-91, 1905 1c-5p Coat of Arms Specialized Collection, most neatly organized on specialized homemade 
pages and incl full set with "Specimen" overprint and punch in singles (NH) and in strips of three (some 
marginal with "Nov 28 1903" handstamp) affixed on card, mint singles and multiples including 5P block 
of 20, used singles showing various cancels, etc., also includes a handful of the 1905 officials produced at 
the same time, etc., generally Fine-Very Fine  100

Ex 190

Ex 189
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191   6        179-90, 1905 1c-2p Coat of Arms Covers Collection, approximately 50 covers and postcards (including 
uprated stationery) mostly on specialized annotated homemade pages with rate analysis, domestic and 
foreign (many with 35c franking) uses including registry, single, multiple and mixed issue frankings, etc., 
most foreign addressed to USA but includes Brazil, Ecuador, Italy, Japan, Switzerland, many premium 
highlighted by 1905 domestic double-rate Matagalpa to Managua with 20c single franking; 1905 Granada 
to Switzerland on uprated stationery envelope; 1905 Granada to Japan (via New York and Seattle) with 
10c pair and 15c single; 1906 Managua to Germany printed matter rate; 1907 picture postcard to Brazil; 
1906 legal sized Leon to USA including 10c block of 10 franking; 1906 registered Granada to Germany 
including a 50c strip of three (cover faults, scarce franking); 1906 3x rate Managua to Germany including 
1p (pen cancelled); 1906 registered 9x printed matter rate to Germany with a 1p (cover refolded to 
better show stamps which were folded over the top edge); 1906 registered 11x printed matter rate 
Managua to Brazil with 6c and 1p franking; 1907 oversized registered Managua to USA including 6c 
(16) franking; 1908 registered AR Managua to USA nine-stamp franking including 2p; 1911 1p single 
franking Matagalpa to Germany; etc., usual mixed condition, overall Fine and attractive collection  1,200

1906-1908 Surcharge Issue  
 (Scott # 193-200)

192 6 194, 1906 10c on 3c Violet, nine-stamp franking on both sides of a registered "C.A.R." cover from Leon 
to California with one of the stamps being the surcharge reading down variety (in pair with reading up 
variety), all tied by Leon July 20, 1906 cancels with accompanying registry handstamp additional Corinto 
registry marking, "C.A.R." handstamp, backstamped Corinto July 22, Oakland August 23, envelope 
opened at left, Fine and scarce  100

193 3 Maxwell 256f, 1906 15c on 2c Rose, well-centered and lightly cancelled, Very Fine and choice, ex-Nathan 
(Maxwell rarity "9")  75

Surcharge reading down variety 193

192
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194 6 197, 1907 20c on 2c Carmine rose, pair plus 180 (5), 181 (10), 182 (15), all tied on both sides of a 
registered oversized envelope (265x115mm; open 3 sides for display) addressed to German Consul at 
Curitiba, Brazil by Managua June 3, 1907 cancels with accompanying registry handstamp indicating a 
40gr (3x rate) sending, additional Corinto registry marking, backstamped with a Panama June 15 and 
Rio de Janeiro August 22 transit cancels plus partially struck Curitiba arrival, envelope some light aging 
spots and bit of postal wear, Fine and eye-catching cover with all those stamps paying the exact rate  100

195 14 197b, 1906 20c on 2c Carmine rose, Surcharge reading up, block of four with two different surcharge 
types, natural straight-edge at left, o.g., Fine and rare block  75

195
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196 6 199, 1906 50c on 6c Slate, single plus 198 tied on cover to Brazil by Managua 1908 cancel with 
straight-line "Via Panama y New-York" handstamp, numerous backstamps including Corinto, "Transito 
Panama," Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro and Curitiba January 1, 1909 arrival, cover open three sides for 
display (back side with horizontal fold), some light wrinkling and age spots, Fine use with exact franking 
for the double weight letter  100

197 6 199, 1906 50c on 6c Slate, strip of three plus 179, 180 (2), and 212 pair, tied on both sides of a large 
registered envelope (190x125mm) addressed to Germany by lightly struck Matagalpa October 26, 
1907 cancels with accompanying registry handstamp indicating 48gr sending (4x rate), backstamped 
Granada and Managua October 31 transits, Muenchen December 6 arrivals (2 different), cover with 
some edge wrinkling affecting one the 50c stamps, the strip of which suffering from some perf flaws due 
to placement, still a Fine use of high value multiple  100

198   6        200, 1907 1p on 5p Violet, pair plus 195 10c on 4c tied on registered cover to Germany by Managua 
May 8, 1908 cancel with accompanying registry handstamp indicating 60gr sending, additional Granada 
registry handstamp, backstamped Granada May 8 and Dresden June 6, cover opened at bottom and with 
some edge wrinkling and aging not affecting stamps, Fine use of high value with proper franking for a 
5x rate cover  100

View of Curitiba
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199 1114 200, 1907 1p on 5p Violet, block of nine, seven stamps NH, others l.h., fresh and Fine-Very Fine, the 
largest recorded mint multiple, ex-Killian (Scott $382 as hinged singles)  250

200 3(1) 1906-08 10c Surcharge Unlisted Varieties, three singles: 10c on 1c Green unused (Maxwell 253d, rarity 
"9," ex-Nathan), 10c on 5c Blue used (ex-Hind, Spufford), 10c on 1P Yellow unused (ex-Hind, Spufford), 
fresh and Fine-Very Fine  150

Arthur Hind
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201 13(1) 193-200, 1906-08 10c-1p Surcharges Specialized Collection, comprehensive study of the surcharge 
including mint and used sets including multiples, plus an exhaustive treatment of the various surcharge 
settings, errors and multitude of varieties with most neatly arranged and annotated on homemade 
specialty pages, the used with variety of cancels, highlights are many and include 10c on 2c surcharge 
reading down mint and used (2); 10c on 3c pair - one with "¢" reversed mint, vertical block of 8 - left 
stamps surcharge up and right reading down NH, pair - one with surcharge reading up and other 
reading down used (2); 15c on 1c double surcharge with one reading up mint and used, "¢" omitted 
used (ex-Hind, Spufford), block of 11 tied on piece (ex-Maxwell); 20c on 2c complete setting of 25 mint, "V" 
omitted mint, "20" omitted unused (ex-Hind, Spufford), double surcharge mint (3), surcharge reading up 
mint; 20c on 5c surcharge reading up (inverted) mint (two different surcharge types) and used (2); 50c 
on 6c full setting of 25 mint (straight-edge at left); 1p on 5p block mint, etc., generally Fine-Very Fine, a 
fabulous collection with few, if any, peers  1,250

202   6        194-99, 1906-08 10c-50c Surcharges Cover Collection, approximately 60 covers and postcards with 
most on annotated specialty pages with rate analysis, variety of domestic and (mostly) foreign uses and 
including single, multiple and mixed issue frankings, registry, assorted surcharge varieties, etc., scarce 
origination (including cancels), rates and destinations include Austria, Belgium, Brazil, France, Italy, 
noteworthy covers as 1906 to Silver City, New Mexico with territorial period backstamp; 1906 double 
rate Managua to Brazil with 10c on 3c pair plus 50c on 6c single; 1907 registered Matagalpa to Germany 
with 20c on 5c pair and strip of five; 1908 to USA with 15c on 1c, 20c on 5c tied by Paquebot cancels, etc., 
usual mixed condition but a Fine and desirable collection  1,500

Ex 202
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203   6        207, 1907 20c Lake, single and strip of three plus 196, 215 all tied on registered cover to Palermo, Sicily 
by strong strikes of Managua January 14, 1908 cancels, Managua (19gr sending) and Granada registry 
handstamps, backstamped Palermo February 17, stamps some trivial gum soaked perfs, lightweight 
envelope edge wrinkling affecting one of the 20c stamps, Fine, nice destination  75

204 */(*) 3         202-08, 1907 1c-50c Coat of Arms Specialized Collection, considerable collection of this Waterlow 
issue including specimens, mint and used sets, multiples, few perf varieties, etc., mostly on homemade 
specialty pages, includes 4c-50c blocks of four with security punch, 1c, 2c (2), 3c, 15c imperforate trial 
colors with "Waterlow & Sons Ltd/Specimen" overprints, Waterlow composite specimen sheet of nine in 
blue, etc., generally Fine-Very Fine  75

205   6        202/07, 1907 1c/20c Coat of Arms Covers Collection, 22 covers mostly to foreign destinations and with 
various combinations of the 10c value including some single frankings on postcards, most on homemade 
specialty pages with rate analysis, includes 1907 registered "A.R." cover Managua to Italy with 10c strips 
of three and four; 1907 Masaya to New York City with 10c strip of three plus 160 with ms "Via Panama 
y Colon" routing; 1907 Leon to England with 1c, 10c pair; 1907 La Libertad to Germany with 10c (3) 
on 5c stationery envelope; 1907 Granada to Norway with 10c and 15c; 1908 registered Managua to San 
Francisco with 10c (17) just underpaying 4x rate; 1908 Granada to New York City with 15c, 20c strip of 
three; 1908 registered "A.R." Managua to Italy with 20c strip of four plus 214; 1909 Granada to New York 
City with 1c block of ten (on back) and 15c strip of four; usual mixed condition but overall Fine or better  400

1907 Coat of Arms Issue  
 (Scott # 202-08)

Ex 205

Ex 204203
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206 11 212c, 1907 10c on 2c Rose, Surcharge reading up, block of four, PO fresh, NH, Fine-Very Fine and rare 
(Scott $56 for hinged singles)  50

207  3         214b, 1908 10c on 20c Lake, Surcharge reading up, well-centered, Very Fine and scarce (Scott $80)  50
208 */(*) 3         212-16, 1907-08 10c-15c Surcharges Specialized Collection, wide-ranging collection of mint and used 

singles with multiples and highlighted by the myriad of surcharge errors and varieties within including 
different settings, doubles, reading up or down varieties, additional perfs, spacing and letter varieties, 
etc., majority arranged and annotated on homemade specialty pages, also note assortment of cancels, 
among the many highlights 10c on 2c "10c" omitted used, double surcharge used, surcharge split ("10c" 
at top, "Vale" at bottom) unused; 10c on 4c surcharge reading down unused and used, double surcharge 
used; 10c on 50c block of four used (2), block of six unused, block of eight on piece with Catarina cancels 
(ex-Spufford), block of 12 mint (four stamps NH); 15c on 1c surcharge reading up mint, etc., usual mixed 
condition with most Fine-Very Fine  500

209 6 212-16, 1907-08 10c-15c Surcharges Covers Collection, 24 covers or cards to foreign destinations (mostly 
USA) including Austria, Netherlands, and including single, multiple and mixed frankings, assorted 
origin cancels, registry, etc., most on homemade specialty pages with rate analysis, better include 1907 
printed matter rate Leon to New York City with 10c on 2c single franking; 1908 Jinotepe (scarce) to USA 
with 10c on 4c (4); 1908 Jinotepe (scarce) to USA with 10c on 4c (2 pairs) overpaying by 5c due to 5c 
stamp shortage; 1908 Leon to Vienna with 10c on 50c pair, 15c on 1c; 1909 picture postcard Leon to Paris 
with 10c on 50c dark blue surcharge; etc., generally Fine-Very Fine  400

1907-08 Surcharge Issue  
 (Scott # 212-16)

Ex 209
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210 **          267 var, 1911 02c on 5P Ultramarine, Imperforate horizontally, bottom margin vertical strip of three, 
bottom stamp "02cts" not spaced, stamps NH, small h.r. in the margin only, fresh and Very Fine, a rare 
positional error  75

211   6        269 var, 1911 10c on 25c Lilac, strip of three (center stamp "t" of "cts" half-crossed) plus 1910 5c on 
20c (Scott 254) all tied on cover addressed to USA by nice strikes of Chinandega July 3, 1911 cancels, 
backstamped Corinto oval July 8, envelope corner bends upper left affect one 10c stamp, still Very Fine, 
proper franking for the 35c per 15gr foreign rate 4  60

212   6        270, 1911 10c on 2P Lilac, single franking ("0" of "10" and "c" of "cts" spaced 2½mm) on picture postcard 
(shows Central Park in Managua), mailed on the train and addressed to Holstein, Germany, tied by purple 
oval Corinto transit cancel, nice strike of purple "Buzon" Corinto offload mobile mailbox handstamp, 
Very Fine, nice variety on train mail postcard  60

1911 Surcharge on Revenue Issues  
 (Scott # 266-78)

Corinto Train Station

212
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213 **   4       272 var, 1911 05c on 2P Grey, Overprint vertical, bottom right corner margin block of four with overprint 
straddling the vertical perfs, NH, Very Fine and unique, ex-Quintes Fernando  60

214 *          276a, 1911 05c on 5P Ultramarine, Inverted surcharge, very lightly hinged, fresh and Fine, grossly 
undercatalogued in Scott  75

215 */** 3 

6        

266-78, 1911 April-June Surcharges on Revenue Issues Specialized Collection, splendid collection of 
these issues neatly arranged and annotated on homemade pages, quite comprehensive in scope with 
array of mint and used (nice assortment of different cancels) singles and blocks including numerous full 
settings of 25, a myriad of surcharge varieties including shifts, "cte” for "cts,” broken letters and numbers, 
multiple impressions, inverted, etc.; perforation varieties including imperf horizontally; highlights are 
many and too numerous to list individually but we note (mint unless otherwise noted) 02c on 5P block 
with cancel dated four days prior to the official issue date, setting of 25 with shifted surcharge on bottom 
2 rows, single with "2” and "c” not spaced; 05c on 10P margin pair with an additional surcharge in the 
margin; 10c on 25c single franking Managua drop cover, single frankings on picture postcards to France 
and Germany; 10c on 2P double surcharge used (3), double surcharge one inverted used (4), surcharge 
on 1904 fiscal issue, single franking on 1911 mourning cover Masaya to Managua;  35c on 1P single 
franking on 1911 cover to USA (3), pair on registered cover to England, single franking on "Buzon” 
mobile mailbox cover to England; 05c on 2P full setting of 25 (one of two known), wide "1911” spacing 
on cover (with three 10c on 2P) to USA; 05c on 5P full setting of 25, and many more including hundreds 
on numerous stock sheets waiting to be incorporated into the main collection, an outstanding collection 
with many stamps being ex-Maxwell or ex-Sputford and ideal for continuation  1,000

214
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216  3  4       279c, 280c, 1911 2c on 5c on 2c Blue, New value in red on face, block of 20 with positions 1-11, 19-20 
slanted serifed "vale" (Scott 279), positions 12-18 slanted serifed "Vale" (Scott 280), dark red "Timbre 
Fiscal/ Vale 5 ctvs." on design side, numerous other minor varieties including different settings of the 
"2 cts," broken letters, missing period, etc., six strikes of Managua October 9, 1911 double oval cancels, 
some perf separations with some sensible hinge reinforcement, still a Very Fine showpiece  150

217   6        288, 1911 20c on 10c on 1c Red, vertical strip of three (address side) and vertical pair (back side) tied 
on large registered cover addressed to AC Roessler in USA by Managua December 20, 1911 cancels with 
accompanying registry label (note 75gr weight), sent via Corinto (two registry handstamps address side 
plus transit backstamp) and New York City, Alfredo Perez sender's dated handstamp on back, stamps 
sound, open or partially opened each side (some mending) and shows some postal wear with edge nicks/
breaks plus light aging, Fine and proper franking for quadruple rate plus registry, issues from the second 
postal provisional period are scarce on cover and mostly (as this one) to philatelic addresses  75

218   6        O224-25, 1911 15c-20c Officials, singles tied on legal size envelope addressed to the Nicaraguan Consul 
in Boston by clear Managua November 12, 1911 cancels, "Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores Particular" 
printed corner card, backstamped Corinto November 12, cover some light bends/folds not affecting 
stamps, missing backflap, Fine use, proper franking for 35c per 15gr per rate 4  60

219 * 3 6        279/94, O223/44, 1911-12 Railroad Coupon Surcharges Specialized Collection, a dedicated philatelist's 
collection including the official issues (Scott 279/94, O223/44) with majority neatly organized and 
annotated on homemade pages enhanced with numerous additions of stock sheets and sales cards of 
additional material to be incorporated or for additional reference, virtually every issue and the associated 
surcharge errors and varieties (inverts, color changes of surcharges, shifts, font changes, etc.) to be 
found along with a variety of cancels (including Canal Zone), further enhanced with some uses on covers 
or postcards (these being quite elusive) and an array of reference forgeries, settings of 25 with surcharge 
varieties (shifted/slanted/inverted, etc.), different color surcharges, far too many highlights to mention 
individually but a "highlight of the highlights” list would include 279a/280a full setting of 25 with all the 
settings on back (3), 279c/280c full setting of 25 with all the settings on back, O227-28 full settings of 25, 
O240 inverted surcharge, etc., an extraordinary collection of this fascinating issue with many ex-Maxwell  3,000

1911-12 Surcharge on Railroad Coupons 
(Scott # 279-94, O223-44)
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220       S    1912 5c, 25c Liberty Specimen Composite Sheet of Nine in Orange-red and black, 5c (3), 25c (6), each 
stamp with heavy diagonal "Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen" overprint and security punch, without gum 
as issued, Very Fine  75

221          E 1912 1c-50c Liberty Specimen Composite Sheet of Nine in Slate, 1c, 2c, 3c, 4c, 6c, 10c, 15c, 20c, 50c 
values, each stamp with heavy diagonal "Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen" overprint and security punch, 
without gum as issued, Very Fine  75

222          E 1912 1p, 2p, 5p Liberty Specimen Composite Sheet of Nine in Scarlet vermilion, three stamps of each 
with light near-vertical "Waterlow & Sons Ltd./Specimen" overprint and security punch, without gum as 
issued, Very Fine  75

223          E 1912 35c Coat of Arms Specimen Sheet of Nine in Black and brown, each stamp with heavy diagonal 
"Waterlow & Sone Ltd./Specimen" overprint and security punch, without gum as issued, Very Fine  60

1912 Liberty and Coat of Arms Issue  
 (Scott # 295-309)

223222
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224       S    1912 Liberty & Coat of Arms Specimen Selection, comprised of 10c Coat of Arms essay specimen sheet 
of one in purple-brown, as well as  5c and 1p Liberty and 35c Mountain imperforate singles mounted on 
card, Very Fine  60

225   6        295-96, 299, 304, 1912 1c-2c, 5c, 25c Liberty, 1c, 2c pair (on back), 5c pair (on back), and 25c all tied on 
10c envelope (H&G B72) to Austria by Matagalpa January 22, 1913 cancels, ms. "via Panama-New York," 
backstamped Corinto January 26 double oval and Wien March 4 arrival, envelope with some small faults 
along the top edge and a light mount marking at left edge, still Fine cover with scarce origination and 
destination, pays the proper 50c/20gr foreign rate  75

226   6        295, 297-302, 305, 1912 1c, 3c-15c, 35c Liberty & Coat of Arms, single of each on 35c envelope (H&G 
B73) all cancelled by red Managua December 18, 1912 cancels on registered "AR" cover to Switzerland, 
accompanying registry label indicating a 16gr sending is tied by bold red circular "AR", backstamped 
Corinto December 20, Moudon January 24, 1913 arrival, Very Fine and attractive; underpays the 50c/20gr 
foreign rate + 50c registry + 25c AR fee by 9c, ex-Rasmussen  120

View of Moudon, Switzerland
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227   6        295-96, 298-302, 304-06, 1912 1c-2c, 4c-15c, 25c-50c Liberty & Coat of Arms, singles tied by Managua 
October 2, 1912 cancels on registered picture postcard to Austria with Managua registry label on picture 
side, card light bends one corner, Very Fine, overpays the rate but a colorful and unusual registered use  150

228   6        300, 303-04, 1912 6c, 20c-25c Liberty, 6c Liberty strip of three and pair, 20c single, 25c pair tied on 
envelope to Germany with preprinted address by Managua April 19, 1912 cancels with accompanying 
registry label showing 14gr sending and a Paris transit cancel, backstamped Corinto transit and Dresden 
May 20 arrival cancel, wax seal removed from backflap, Very Fine  75

229   6        301, 1912 10c Red brown, strip of five tied on back side of commercial envelope to USA by rectangular 
Chinandega 6-bar cancels with clear strike of Corinto February 8, 1912 transit cancel below, address 
side with printed corner card and clear Chinandega February 8, 1912 cds, open at top with some light 
wrinkling, Very Fine, traveled by train between Chinandega and Corinto  75

Street scene in Managua

El Campo de Marte, Managua
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230   6        301, 1912 10c Red brown, strip of three (address side) and block of ten (back side) on registered 
"AR" cover to Ancon, Canal Zone/Panama, all tied by Corinto June 13, 1912 cancels, accompanying 
registry label indicating 15gr sending weight, additional purple three-line "Corinto/AR/Nicaragua" and 
"Certificado" handstamp, backstamped Panama "Recibido" June 26 and Ancon Received June 26, cover 
opened at left and with top left corner clipped, still Very Fine, rare registration origin label and a scarce 
destination for and "AR" cover, also the largest known used multiple of the 10c value, overpays by 5c the 
50c per 20gr foreign rate + 50c registry + 25c "AR", ex-Rasmussen  150

231   6        301, 1912 10c Red brown, pair on address side plus back side with additional 13 including strip of six, all tied 
on envelope by Matagalpa February 16, 1912 cancels, front side with Matagalpa registry label indicating 40gr 
sending, additional Corinto handstamp registry handstamp at bottom; back side with sender's handstamp 
plus a circled "14" marking, cover opened at right with some edge wrinkling and an unobtrusive corner bend, 
Fine cover with proper franking for a double weight cover (50cx2) plus registry (50c)  75

232   6        301-02, 1912 10c-15c Liberty, pair of each cancelled on envelope to USA by Managua March 13, 1912 
cds with another strike alongside, backstamped Corinto March 14 1912 double oval, fresh and Very Fine, 
nice early use of a 15c multiple  75

233   6        302, 1912 15c Violet, single and strip of three tied by Corinto March 30, 1913 cancels, addressed to 
the "Dept of Labor" in Wellington, New Zealand with a return address in same hand on backflap reading 
"From J.W. Johnson/U.S.S. Denver/c/o P.M. San Francisco/Calif. U.S.A.," backstamped "Te Aro N.Z. 24.IX 
1913" roller cancel, cover light vertical bend not affecting stamps, Fine and desirable destination, a 
question could arise as to why the sender use Nicaragua post instead of the USS Denver on-board postal 
service.  USS Denver, launched in 1902, was the lead ship of her class of protected cruisers in the United 
States Navy. From 1912-17, Denver cruised the West Coast from San Francisco to the Panama Canal 
Zone, patrolling the coasts of Nicaragua and Mexico to investigate and prevent threats to the lives and 
property of Americans during political disturbances, carrying stores and mail, evacuating refugees, and 
continuing the schedule of training exercises.  In early 1913, Denver made an uneventful  3½-month 
cruise in Mexican waters, during which time she made stops at Acapulco, Acajutla, San Salvador and 
Corinto, before arriving at San Diego on May 3, 1913.   100

View of Ancon
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234   6        303, 1912 20c Red, pair on address side plus stamp-sized cut-out of 10c envelope (H&G B72) affixed on 
back side, all tied by lightly struck Nandaime March 10, 1913 ovals, Montgomery Ward April 1 receiving 
"machine cancel" on face, Granada and Corinto transit backstamps, cover some typical light postal wear, 
Very Fine example of the emergency use of the 10c stationery cut-out as a stamp due to depletion of the 
supply in 10c stamps during this week  100

235   6        304, 1912 25c Blue green & black, pair tied by blurry August 26, 1912 cds with ms "Marine Battalion Co. 
F" at Leon return address, open at top with couple of trivial edge breaks, one of the stamps a tiny edge 
break and corner crease, still Very Fine and scarce occupation mail In the summer of 1912, U.S. Marines 
arrived off the west coast of Nicaragua aboard the USS Annapolis. The main goal was securing the railroad 
line from Corinto to Managua. Leon, a main city situated halfway between Managua and Corinto, had 
been seized by the rebels. A marine force cleared the line and rousted the rebels, re-opening the city of 
Leon to rail traffic.   75

236   6        304, 1912 25c Blue green & black, strip of three (front side) and two singles (back side) tied on envelope 
to Ancon, Canal Zone addressed to the Chief Quarantine Officer by Corinto February 8, 1912 cancels 
with an accompanying registry label (scarce) indicating 20gr sending, backstamped Panama "Recibido" 
February 16 and Ancon Registered February 17, wax seal removed from backflap, opened at left, Fine 
use with proper franking for 50c foreign rate + 50c registry + 25c AR fee  75

237   6        305, 1912 35c Green & chestnut, single and two pairs tied to registered cover to France by Masaya 
December 19, 1912 cancels with accompanying registry label indicating a 20gr sending, backstamped 
Corinto December 21 and Paris January 24, 1913, trivial bit of edge wear, one of the stamps a small 
internal break, Fine, overpayment of the postage + registry fee; the 35c value on cover is rare and the use 
of multiples on a registered cover is almost unheard of  100

USS Annapolis
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238   6        307, 1912 1p Orange, single and pair tied on registered cover to USA by Managua June 7, 1912 cancels 
with an accompanying registry label indicating 85gr sending, backstamped Corinto June 8 double oval, 
New York City July 3 transit, Boston July 5 arrival, four wax seals on flaps, cover opened at right and 
bottom (hinge sealed at bottom) with some typical edge wrinkling/bends and tiny edge breaks, Fine 
use of high values (1p rare on cover, especially so in multiples) paying the proper 5X rate plus registry 
fee, ex-Rasmussen  100

239   6        307, 1912 1p Orange, single used with 15c and 25c (302, 304) on 35c envelope (H&G B73) all tied by 
Managua June 30, 1912 cancels, accompanying registry label showing 25gr sending and a purple circular 
"AR" marking, backstamped Corinto July 1 oval, Braunschweig August 8 arrival, cover opened at each 
end, light corner bend through indicia, Very Fine and attractive, scarce use of the 1p value, pays proper 
fee for 2x foreign rate (1P) + 50c registry + 25c AR   150

240   6        308, 1912 2p Dark blue green, single with 50c Liberty (306) plus 15c on 35c single and strip of four 
(310) all tied by light Managua March 1, 1913 cancels with accompanying registry label indicating 90 gr 
sending, backstamped Corinto March 3 transit and Leipzig April 9 arrival, cover opened at bottom with 
typical bit of postal wear, some mounting remains on back side, Fine and rare use of the 2p on cover 
paying the proper rate for 5x potage + registry + AR  120

241   6        309, 1912 5p Black, single alongside 20c Liberty (303) plus 15c on 35c (310) all tied on beat-up envelope 
by light Managua May 5, 1913 cancels, accompanying Managua registry label indicating 170gr sending, 
ms. and circled "AR," framed "Certificado" handstamps, backstamped Corinto May 6 transit and Hamburg 
June 9 arrival, envelope wear and faults not affecting stamps, Fine and rare use of the 5p value, pays the 
50c/20gr + 50c registry + 25c AR fees  200

Street scene in Managua

241
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242 * 3  4       295-309, 1912 1c-5p Liberty & Coat of Arms Specialized Collection comprehensive collection of mint 
and used singles and blocks with majority neatly arranged and annotated on pages, includes several full 
sets of mint and used singles with some shade varieties, used blocks, assorted cancels with various towns 
including Canal Zone and a selection of the scarce 2-line "Conforme/El Conductor," etc., generally Fine-
Very Fine, outstanding foundation collection  200

243   6        295/309, 1912 1c/5p Liberty & Coat of Arms Cover Collection, approximately 50 covers and picture 
postcards neatly arranged and annotated (including rate analysis) on homemade pages, nearly all to 
foreign addresses, premium items in abundance include 1912 50c single franking Jinotega (scarce) 
to Germany; 1912 picture postcard Leon to Austria; 1913 double-weight registered to Hungary, etc., 
range of combination frankings including high values to 1p plus 5p on large front, some multiples, 
mixed-issue frankings, etc., scarcer originating cancels, desirable destinations including Italy (note 50c 
single franking), England, etc., unusual rates and uses, some auxiliary markings, etc., an overall Fine and 
desirable collection for the specialist  2,000

1913-14 Gold Currency Surcharge Issue
(Scott # 311-37)

244 *          311 var, 1913 ½c on 3c Yellow brown, Black surcharge, fresh color, slightly disturbed o.g., Fine and 
scarce, signed Stroub  60

245  3         312 var, 1913 ½c on 15c Violet, Black overprint, unobtrusive cancel, couple light creases, Very Fine 
appearance, exceptionally rare in used condition, rare surcharge variety not listed in Scott  75

246   6        336, 1913-14 10c on 2p Zelaya, single along with 349 pair and 351 (2) tied along with an advertising label 
on back side of registered "AR" cover to USA by Managua February 2, 1917 cancels, also on back side a 
Corinto February 2 oval and New York February 15 double oval transit cancels, address side with signed 
advertising label plus the Managua cds accompanied by registry and circled "AR" handstamps, Very Fine 
with proper franking for the service  60

246
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247   6        337, 1913-14 1p on 5p Zelaya, single franking tied on registered cover to USA by indistinguishable 
Bluefields cds with accompanying registry handstamp, backstamped New Orleans Registered May 29, 
1914, Chicago Registered May 31 and June 1, Very Fine and choice, a very rare use of this denomination 
on cover  150

248 * 3  4       311/37, 1913-14 Gold Currency Surcharge Issues Specialized Collection, exceptional collection of mint, 
used, multiples including few folded sheets and positional blocks, errors and varieties, page of bisects on 
piece with Bluefields cancels, etc., predominantly neatly mounted and annotated on homemade pages, 
difficult to imagine any facet of the issue not represented amongst the many hundreds of stamps, noting 
plate varieties, numerous surcharge errors and varieties including different types and colors, Scott-listed 
inverts, "wrong” letters, spacing varieties, omissions, and much more, a real "collector’s collection” well 
worth careful review, many stamps ex-Maxwell  500

249 5  6        311/37, 1913-14 Gold Currency Surcharge Issues Cover Collection, approximately 90 covers (including 
postal stationery) and cards plus a few fronts/fragments with majority mounted on annotated homemade 
pages with rate analysis, predominantly the Scott 310/24 surcharges but also including some of the 
Zelaya issues (note a few mixed issue frankings), variety of frankings and uses including numerous 
minor surcharge varieties, multiples, etc., some domestic but primarily foreign uses (mostly to USA, 
many routed through Costa Rica) plus England, Austria, Germany, Switzerland, France, etc. including 
commercial mail, registered, note better such as 2c on 35c bisect on wrapper to Canada; 1914 cover 
to USA with 322a franking; 1912 to England with postage due charged; 1914 oversized Singer Sewing 
Machine cover to Panama; 1914 cover Bluefields to Nicaraguan Consulate in New Orleans with 10c on 
2p Zelaya bisect; also a nice variety of Nicaraguan town cancels including Leon, San Juan del Norte, 
Roma, Bluefields, Granada, Matagalpa, Masaya, Buenos Aires, Ocotal, etc., a wonderful collection of 
these elusive covers  1,500

247
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250          E 1913 5c Cordoba Photo Essay, proposed portrait definitive inscribed "Correos 1913," Very Fine and 
unique, ex-Perkins Bacon archive  100

1921 ''Particular'' Overprint Issue  
 (Scott # 395-96)

251 *          395ab, 1921 1c Light blue, Inverted "Parricular" overprint, single exhibiting both the "Parricular" for 
"Particular" and inverted overprint errors, o.g., very minor toning mainly along perf tips, Very Fine, 
the "Parricular" error appears twice in the sheet of 100, and this inverted example is one of only two 
reported, a true gem of 20th Century Nicaragua  300

252   6        396, 1921 5c Light blue, "Particular" overprint, single tied to cover to Paris by black April 12, 1921 
Granada cds, cover with small piece out at upper left but still Very Fine, extremely rare and desireable, one 
of only five known covers franked with this issue  150

253 */** 3  

4       

395-6, 1921 1c-5c Light blue, "Particular" overprint Specialized Collection, balance of mint and used 
stamps neatly mounted on exhibit-quality pages, including matching blocks of 4 of each value with 
"Parricular" error in lower right stamp (plus 395 strip of three with error in middle stamp, all ex-Maxwell), 
395 used block of 6, and 395b inverted overprint mint (signed Straub and ex-Maxwell), and other varieties 
sure to please the specialist, Very Fine and difficult to replicate  75

252

251
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254 *      S    P 401-07, 1921 ½c-50c Centenary of Independence Issue Exhibit Collection, the 16-page one-frame exhibit 
presenting an unparalleled array, including unique essays, proofs and archival material from American 
Banknote Co. archives, includes the initial ABN Co. work order show dates and times (with approval 
signatures) for the production of the seven pairs of border and vignette dies used for the litho plates, 
followed by the actual art work used for the portrait designs including documentation for the identity 
of the portrait engravers (interesting note that the portrait used for the ½c Manuel Jose Arce was a 
"recycled" portrait used in an earlier El Salvador issue), also includes the full set of die proofs (½c border 
only) with approval dates, corrections and sign-off initials and including a 2c created with an incorrect 
vignette inserted, then two pages with photographic proofs showing any implemented design changes 
which include insertion of a larger date, corrected captions including spelling and the insertion of the 
portrait on the ½c value, also includes the full set with ABN Co. "Specimen" overprint and punch in 
issued colors plus a fragment from the Mauritania UPU specimen book with three of each value affixed 
and overprinted "Specimen Collection Mauritanie" (most stamps faulty) and finishes up with the mint 
issued set, overall Very Fine and impressive collection  5,000

1921 Centenary of Independence Issue  
(Scott # 401-07)

American Bank Note Company

Ex 254
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255 *          418 var, 1923 1c Black on 5c Gray black, surcharge in black instead of red, o.g., Very Fine and rare, 1991 
RPSL certificate  75

256   6        419, 1923 2c Red on 10c Orange yellow, single franking on picture postcard ("A Train Load of Sugar 
Cane Pushed by the Engine ‚San Antonio,' Chichigalpa"), tied by black February 20, 1923 Corinto cds, 
addressed to Sisson, California (renamed Mount Shasta City a year later), 2c stamp exactly pays the 1c 
postcard rate + 1c postal tax, Very Fine and rare  100

257   6        419, 1923 2c Red on 10c Orange yellow, two singles used alongside RA17 on February 21, 1923 double 
weight cover from Corinto to New York, stamps tied by black Corinto cds, cover rated 26 grams so 
franking pays 2 x 2c per 20 gram surface rate + 1c postal tax, Very Fine and rare  75

258   6        418-19, 1923 1c-2c Overprints in Red, 418 (3) and 419 used alongside 1922 ½c Green (408, three pairs) 
and RA18 on reverse of January 17, 1923 AR cover from San Marcos to New York, San Marcos registry 
label on front, stamps tied by black San Marcos cds, also Corinto transit marking and New York registry 
arrival cds, 8c postage pays 2c surface rate + 3c registry + 2c AR + 1c postal tax, Very Fine, an extremely 
attractive and rare cover  150

1923 Overprint Issues  
 (Scott # 418-21)

258

257256
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259   6        418-19, 1923 1c-2c Overprints in Red, 418 right margin strip of 3 and two 419 right margin singles used 
alongside RA18 on reverse of January 11, 1923 AR cover from Managua to New York, all stamps tied by 
purple 4 bar Managua registry killer, also with Corinto transit mark and appropriate New York registry 
markings, stamps pay 2c surface rate + 3c registration + 2c AR + 1c postal tax = 8c, philatelic in origin and 
reduced at left and bottom but still Very Fine and rare, ex-Nathan  75

260 */** 3  

4       

418-19, 1923 1c-2c Overprints in Red Specialized Collection, several dozen stamps neatly mounted on 
exhibit-quality pages, including mint and used blocks of each value (several ex-Maxwell, scarce as blocks), 
as well as varieties including 418 double overprint (one black) mint and 419 inverted surcharge used 
(Scott 419a, unpriced); also five covers including 418 (2) on 1923 cover to Walter Reed General Hospital 
(also with two used stamps added); pairs of 418 on covers to San Francisco and New York; 418 used 
alongside RA19 on picture postcard to New Haven, Connecticut; and a cover from Corinto to New York 
with 419 and RA17; overall Very Fine and attractive, an ideal group for the specialist and almost certainly 
impossible to recreate  300

261   6        420, 1923 ½c Red on Light blue & black, strip of four alongside pair of 1922 3c Olive gray (411) and RA15, 
paying double the surface rate plus registration and postal tax (apparently 1c overpaid) from Granada to Los 
Angeles on October 9, 1924 cover, appropriate Corinto, New Orleans, and Los Angeles cancels on reverse, 
cover with minor faults but still Very Fine, a very rare large multiple from this extremely difficult issue  200

262   6        420, 1923 ½c Red on Light blue & black, 12 stamps (strip of four, strip of three, two pairs, and single) 
on front February 7, 1925 registered cover from Granada to Los Angeles, stamps paying 2c postage + 3c 
registration + 1c postal tax, reverse with Corinto, New Orleans, and Los Angeles transit markings, minor 
faults (including small piece out at upper left) do not detract from this eye-catching and impressive 
cover, Very Fine and rare on cover in any quantity  150

El Mercado Granada

Street Scene in Los Angeles
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263   6        420, 1923 ½c Red on Light blue & black, pair and four single on both front and reverse (12 stamps total) 
of December 4, 1924 registered cover from Granada to Los Angeles, stamps tied by purple four bar killer, 
cover with appropriate New Orleans and Los Angeles transit markings, 6c postage pays 2c surface rate + 
3c registration + 1c postal tax, lower left corner out and small repair with tape, still Very Fine, a difficult 
issue on cover especially in multiples  100

264 * 3         421a, 421 var, 1923 1c Red on Green & black, double overprint used with indistinct blue cancel (ex-
Maxwell, Scott listed but not priced used), as well as an unreported inverted surcharge mint, Very Fine, 
both fresh and attractive, a rare pair of items  50

265   6        421, 1923 1c Red on Green & black, strip of four, irregular strip of three, and single alongside 1922 4c Vermilion 
strip of three (411A) on August 8, 1923 registered cover from Leon to Helsingborg, Sweden, stamps tied by 
purple Leon cds, Leon registry label at lower left (late use), reverse with red London transit marking, 20c 
postage correctly pays 10c foreign postage + 10c registration, small piece out at top left but still Very Fine, the 
large quantity of this difficult stamp combined with a premium destination make for an absolutely superb cover  200

266   6        421, 1923 1c Red on Green & black, single alongside pair of 1922 2c Carmine rose (410) and RA23 on 
July 27, 1923 registered cover from Granada to New York, stamps tied by black Granada cds and four bar 
killer, reverse with Corinto and New York markings, stamps pay single weight registered rate plus postal 
tax (6c total), reduced at right but still Fine, an extremely difficult issue on cover  100

267 */** 3 

6 4       

420-21, 1923 ½c-1c "Sello Postal" Overprint Specialized Collection, neatly mounted on exhibit-quality pages, 
including mint and used blocks of both values (ex-Maxwell), ½c mint block of eight, two pairs of ½c on piece, two 
strips of three of ½c on large piece, strip of four of ½c on registered cover to Los Angeles, 1c broken "l" variety 
used (unreported, ex-Birks), and other minor varieties, Very Fine, a wonderful holding of this scarce issue  100
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268    4   S    P 422P-25P, 422S-25S, 1924 1c-10-c 400th Anniversary of the Founding of Leon and Granada, set of four 
blocks of four imperforate plate proof on heavy stock, additionally set of four imperforate blocks of four 
with "Specimen" perfin and hole punch, o.g., from the ABN Co. archives, Very Fine and scarce  50

269   6        422, 1924 1c Deep green, 400th Anniversary of the Founding of Leon and Granada, strip of 3 and single 
alongside 1922 1c Violent (409) on 1c Black postal card (H&G 87) to Hamburg, stamps tied by black 
La Grecia cds, typed message on reverse datelined January 20, 1925, card with Esteli and Leon transit 
markings, Very Fine, scarce paying the exact 6c international postcard rate   75

270   6        424, 1924 5c Deep blue, 400th Anniversary of the Founding of Leon and Granada, pair alongside 1922 
15c Brown (413) on November 24, 1924 double weight registered cover to Linköping, Sweden, stamps 
tied by purple Leon cds (with matching Leon registry handstamp), on reverse purple Corinto transit 
marking, red British late fee cancel, and black Linköping arrival marking, stamps paying the rate of 10c 
for the first 20 grams + 6c for the second 20 grams + 10c registration (one cent underpaid), Very Fine, a 
rare rate combined with a fantastic destination make for a wonderful cover  100

271 */**   4   

S   E 

422-25, 1924 1c-10-c 400th Anniversary of the Founding of Leon and Granada Specialized Collection, pre-
production and stamp balance, including set of 4 with red "Specimen" overprint and hole punch; set of four 
of imperforate plate proof pairs on heavy stock; 2c imperforate block of four with "Specimen" perfin and 
hole punch; and three sets of photo essays from the ABN Co. archive (first with 1c-5c, second with 10c and 
5c, third with 1c-2c and 10c) dated November 1923 and showing the change from "Fernandez" (incorrect) to 
"Hernandez" (correct) in the bottom tablet; followed by set of four mint blocks of four of the issued stamps 
(all ex-Maxwell) and a bevy of used stamps including used blocks of four of the 1c and 2c, 1c strip of five, 2c 
pair and strip of three, and 5c strip of six (mostly ex-Birks), generally Very Fine, the low catalogue value for these 
stamps underscores just how scarce they are in multiples (both mint and used), and therefore a collection like 
this would take years to duplicate, ideal for the specialist with many items ready for exhibition  200

272   6        422-24, 1924 1c-5c 400th Anniversary of the Founding of Leon and Granada Cover Collection, 10 covers 
including 422 (4), 423 (4), and 424 (2), better items including pair of 422 on cover from Juigalpa to Chicago 
(rare origination); 422 and 423 on cover paying US surface rate and postal tax; 424 paying registered rate to 
Oregon; and 424 (with 409) on picture postcard paying 6c foreign postcard rate; Very Fine, an ideal group for 
the specialist or dealer with retail prices for these covers ranging anywhere from $45-125, view to appreciate  250

1924  400th Anniversary of the foundation of Leon and Granada Issue
(Scott # 422-25)

270269
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273       S    525-35S, 1930 ½c-1cor Managua Post Office, imperforate set with "Spec" perfin and additional hole 
punch not punched by ABN Co. but rather by the UPU prior to distribution to member countries as 
examples of Nicaragua's current stamps, few (6c, 1cor) with sealed tears and other minor faults, still Very 
Fine and a rare attractive set   75

274           P 529P, 1930 4c Yellow Managua Post Office, sunken die proof on card, control no. "F9240" in pencil on 
reverse, light oxidation, still Very Fine and rare  50

275 */** 3  

4   S   E 

525-35, 1930 ½c-1cor Managua Post Office Specialized Collection, attractive balance of stamps and 
production material, including complete sets both mint and used, mint blocks of 4 complete, card proofs 
in blocks of 4 complete, and red "Specimen" overprint with hole punch complete (additional block of 
8 of 6c), as well as a photo essay of 50c affixed to brown paper with manuscript "17585" and "7/10/30" 
with bottom tablet retouched in white, all Very Fine, an attractive group for the specialist in this short-
lived issue   100

1930 Managua Post Office Issue  
 (Scott # 525-35)

274
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276   6        525/31, 1930 ½c/6c Managua Post Office Cover Collection, five covers including ½c/6c (less the 4c) 
on internal FDC, pair of ½c with 1c-3c (plus C7) on first day cover from McPherson to Colson in Haiti, 
covers with 2c plus RA41 to both Los Angeles and Indiana, and 2c with RA41 on postcard to France, all 
Very Fine and extremely scarce as this issue was only supposed to be valid for one day (September 15, 
1930), a difficult group to replicate  100

1932  Leon - Sauce Railroad Issue  
 (Scott # 575-79)

277   6        575-76, 1932 1c-2c Leon-Sauce Railroad, stamps tied to internal cover by May 19, 1933 purple Managua 
cds, paying exactly the 2c interior surface rate + 1c postal tax, May 21 Rivas receiver on reverse, Very Fine 
and unusual as stamps were only valid on day of issue  75

Leon Railway Station

277
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278 *          578 var, 1932 10c Brown Leon-Sauce Railroad, Imperforate horizontally, vertical pair, without gum as 
issued, fresh and Fine, a rare error, signed Diena   100

279 *          579 var, 1932 15c Orange Leon-Sauce Railroad, Imperforate horizontally, vertical pair, fresh color, 
without gum as issued, Very Fine and rare, signed Diena   150

280 * 3  4       575-79, 1932 1c-15c Leon-Sauce Railroad Specialized Collection, useful assortment including complete 
mint set (each signed), reprint sheets of four for each value (thinner paper than the original issue), and 
mint and used sets of reprints (the latter with forged cancels), all Very Fine, a perfect lot for the specialist
   50

1937 Postal Service 75th Anniversary Issue 
(Scott # 665-70)

281       S    665S-670S, 1937 Postal Service 75th Anniversary, Sheets of four, "Muestra" overprint on each stamp, 
without gum as issud, 7½c some internal perf separations, Fine-Very Fine and quite scarce  300

278 279
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282 * 3         665-68 var, 1937 ½c-3c Postal Service 75th Anniversary, Imperforate between errors, from the sheets of 
four, ½c horizontal pair mint, vertical pair used; 1c vertical pair used; 2c horizontal and vertical pairs 
used; 3c horizontal pair mint, Fine-Very Fine and scarce  200

283 * 3 6        665-70, 1937 1c-7½c Postal Service 75th Anniversary Specialized Collection, mint and used stamps 
including the sheets of four, covers, varieties, etc. with majority neatly mounted and annotated on 
homemade pages, quite comprehensive for the issue highlighted by used multiples including some full 
sheets of 25 (scarce), an assortment of cancels, the specially issued sheets of four mint, used, imperf 
and part perf, set of singles from the ungummed sheets on registered cover, set of perf and imperf 
sheets on individual first day cover; ½c sheet of four with double impression on registered cover; 1c 
registered cover with double impression singles (2; described in April 2013 Nicarao); 2c block of four with 
horizontal pairs imperf between without gum as issued, sheet of four with two rows diagonal perfs; 3c 
mint single and block from sheet of four printed on both sides; 5c block of four with horizontal pairs 
imperf between without gum as issued; 7½c bottom margin strip of three with double horizontal perfs at 
bottom mint; covers include 1938 to Salvador forwarded to Canal Zone and Curacao, etc., usual mixed 
condition but generally Fine-Very Fine, desirable collection of this complicated issue.  500

Ex 283
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284   6        C47a, 1932 1c Yellow brown Airmail overprint in black, "1232" error, block of four with "1232" error in 
top left stamp (alongside 654 and C35), registered cover sent via first flight from Managua to Bluefields 
and then onto San Francisco, stamps tied by purple boxed June 28, 1933 Managua cancel and red flight 
cachet, various transit markings on reverse (Managua, Bluefields, New Orleans, San Francisco), Very 
Fine, a remarkable and unique cover  100

AiRMAiL

1932 Airmail Overprint in Black Issue  
(SCOTT # C47-48)

Managua airfield
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285 *          C47cd, 1932 1c Yellow brown Airmail overprint in black, Double overprint, one inverted, "1232" error, 
lower right sheet margin vertical strip of five, double overprint with one inverted ("normal" overprint 
shifted dramatically down), middle stamp with "1232" error in the inverted overprint, no gum as issued 
but some hinge reinforcements/remnants, a spectacular and eye-catching piece that is sure to be a 
highlight of any Nicaragua or airmail collection, Maxwell reported only 3 examples, 1988 Philatelic 
Foundation certificate  1,000

Fokker Trimotor waiting for take off
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286   6        C48a, 1932 2c Deep carmine Airmail overprint in black, "1232" error, horizontal pair with "1232" error 
in the left stamp (additional normal pair on reverse), tied by November 29, 1932 Ocotal cds to cover 
to Granada (reverse with Managua transit marking and Granada receiver), stamps exactly pay the 8c 
internal airmail rate from Ocotal to Managua (cover was carried by train from Managua to Granada), a 
bit ragged at right from opening but still Very Fine, the subject of an article in Nicarao (April 2010) by 
Erick Rodriguez, who stated that the cover is not philatelic in origin and is "an important early domestic 
airmail cover," a highlight for any early airmail collection   250

287   6        C48a, 1932 2c Deep carmine Airmail overprint in black, "1232" error, block of four with "1232" error in 
top left stamp (alongside 654 and 688), registered cover sent via first flight from Managua to Bluefields 
and then onto San Francisco, stamps tied by purple boxed June 28, 1933 Managua cancel and red flight 
cachet, various transit markings on reverse (Managua, Bluefields, New Orleans, San Francisco), Very 
Fine, a remarkable and unique cover  150

Fokker Trimotor loaded with supplies and mail
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288 *   4       C47a-48a, 1932 1c-2c Airmail overprint in black, "1232" error, block of four of each value with "1232" 
error in upper left stamp, 2c block with pencil notation in margin, no gum as issued, Very Fine, scarce 
and attractiver, 2c signed Gloria and Hammer (Scott $225 with no premium for blocks)  50

289   6        C47-48, 1932 1c-2c Airmail overprint in black, two covers, first with C47-48 alongside 654, 688, and C36 
on June 28, 1933 registered first flight cover from Managua to Bluefields (with red first flight cachet); 
second cover C47 (3) alongside C36 on November 22, 1932 cover from Esteli to Managua (cover slightly 
reduced at right into one stamp), Very Fine, an attractive and scarce pair of covers as this issue is difficult 
to find properly used  100

290 * 3         C47-48, 1932 1c-2c Airmail overprint in black Specialized Collection, including C47a mint (1c "1232" 
error), C47b mint (1c inverted overprint), C48a mint (2c "1232" error), C48b mint and used (2c inverted 
overprint), as well as horizontal mint pairs of both values with the "1232" error in the left stamp, all Very 
Fine, an interesting and attractive group (total Scott $730)  100

1933 Airpost Week Issue  
(Scott # C88-91)

291 *          P C88/91TC, 1933 10c/50c Airpost Week, trial color proofs of the 10c (green), 25c (deep blue), and 
50c (red) values, fresh and Very Fine, some debate has existed as to whether these are trials, proofs, 
or forgeries (Sanabria listed them as genuine issues), regardless of their origin extremely scarce and 
desirable, each signed Sanabria   200
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292           C88a var, 1933 10c Bistre brown, Imperforate horizontally, vertical pair with additional row of vertical 
perforations through center of the stamps, fresh and Very Fine, rare and eye-catching, signed Sanabria   50

1937 International Airmail Issues  
(Scott # C164-71)

293   6        C167, C171, 1937 50c, 40c on 1cor International Airmail, tied on 1942 triple-censored cover addressed 
to Glasgow by boxed Managua origination cancel (return address is San Juan del Sur) with scarce 2-line 
"Via Aerea/Hasta Europa" handstamp alongside, local, US and British censor tapes, Very Fine and rare  75

A Clipper in flight
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294 *          C171 var, 1937 40c on 1cor Green, Surcharge omitted (albino impression), fresh and well centered, very 
lightly hinged, Very Fine and choice, only 10 examples believed known, signed by several including Kessler 
(Unlisted in Scott; 1967 Sanabria 219A, $175)  200

295 * 3 6        C164-72, 1937 International Airmail Issues Specialized Collection, exceptional collection on homemade 
exhibit-type pages with rate analysis for each cover along with identification of cancels and auxiliary markings, 
comprised of both the Mt. Momotombo Issue (C164-68) and the surcharges (C169-72) in nearly all their forms, 
highlighted by an extraordinary selection of approximately 135 covers displaying use of the issue in myriads of 
ways: domestic and foreign (most to USA) with many desirable destinations, single, multiple and mixed issue 
frankings, note complete mint and used sets, "Specimen" overprint and punch (complete less 40c on 1c), many 
highlights among the covers including destinations as Argentina, Belgium, Canal Zone, Denmark, Ecuador (US 
Consular mail), Jordan, Venezuela, plus registered cover to England mixed issue franking dated February 12, 
1937 (earliest recorded use), 1937 to Denmark with "Pan Am Highway" and "Coffee" handstamps, 1937 to USA 
with "Correo Aereo/Of. de Bluefields" handstamp, 1937 to USA originating in Ocotal, 1941 censored to France 
via Lisbon, and 1942 censored to Switzerland each with scarce "Via Aerea/Hasta Europa" handstamp, 1942 
locally censored to USA with rare boxed "Rivas Transito" marking, 1943 to USA with local and US censoring, 
1943 triple-censored to Switzerland, etc., generally Fine-Very Fine, a treasure-trove for the airmail specialist  2,500

296   6        C164-72, 1937 International Airmail Issues Cover Collection, approximately 115 covers franked with various 
combinations of C164-68 and C169-72 often in combination with other issues, variety of rates, cancels, auxiliary 
markings, censored, etc., mostly to USA but also note Australia, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Czechoslovakia, 
Guatemala, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Panama, Puerto Rico, Switzerland, etc. plus one internal airmail 
Managua to Bluefields, usual mixed condition, a Fine group for the dedicated collector  1,000
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297          E 1937 15c Election of President Somoza Unissued S/S Photo Essay, 115x79 mm photo of proposed design 
mounted on card, ms notation "Destroyed - see letter 17 U," Very Fine and undoubtedly unique  200

298          E 1937 Election of President Somoza Essays, designs for the foreign and domestic issues including "stamps" 
of similar design to Scott types AP8 and AP9 (6 stamps each) in various colors plus nine composite essays 
with these designs positioned tete-beche in various colors, F-VF  100

299          E C186E, 1937 10c Election of President Somoza, Photo essay, stamp-sized image mounted on card wirth 
ms notation "19493 - 2/17/37" at top, Very Fine, unique showpiece  75

300          E C186E, C194E, 1937 10c, 2c Election of President Somoza, Photo essays, stamp-sized and mounted on a 
card with ms "19493 - Dec 22 1936" notation at top, 10c somewhat different than the issued design (most 
notably position of the plane), 2c essentially as issued, Very Fine and unique  75

1937 Election of President Somoza Issue  
 (Scott # C186-202)

300299

Ex 298297
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301   6        C187, C196, C198, 1937 15c, 4c, 6c Election of President Somoza, on envelope addressed to USA and 
tied by strikes of "Swan Island" straight-lines, nice strike of United Fruit Co. "Posted on the High Seas" 
February 6, 1938 date stamp, Very Fine and attractive; the Swan Islands are in th northwest Caribbean, 
about 90 miles off the coast of Honduras, and are now Honduran territory  60

302           P C190P, 1937 30c Election of President Somoza, Die proof in issued color on card (96x88 mm) with die 
76987 above design, Vey Fine and choice  75

303          E C194E, 1937 2c Election of President Somoza, Photo essay, stamp-sized and mounted on card, ms 
notation "19493 - 2/17/37" at top, different than issued stamp as there are no clouds in the background, 
Very Fine and unique  60

303
302
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304           P C194P, 1937 2c Election of President Somoza, Die proof on india, die sunk on 112x150 mm card, die 
77003 above design, card with couple corner bends and tiny age spot below, Very Fine and rare  100

305           P C202P, 1937 25c Election of President Somoza, Die proof on india, in issued color, 75x62 mm, die 77023 
above design, stained from mounting adhesive, otherwise Fine  50

306 * 3 6        C186-202, 1937 Election of President Somoza Airmails Specialized Collection, bulging binder with mint 
and used set of the stamps but the bulk of the collection is in the 225 covers (handful of obviously 
philatelic) franked with these issues, some single frankings but often in combination with other issues 
and showing a wide range of different domestic and foreign uses, registry, different rates (including 
some short-lived), scarce origination cancels, range of foreign destinations (mostly USA) but also note 
Guatemala, Denmark, Honduras, Costa Rica, Italy, Canada, Jersey (Channel Islands), British Honduras, 
Panama, Canal Zone, Monaco, Czechoslovakia, and Sweden; many of the covers mounted and annotated 
on homemade pages with rate analysis, includes 1939 to USA posted final day of rate "11a," 1940 censored 
to Germany with scarce 2-line "Via Aerea/Hasta Europa" handstamp, and many other highlights; usual 
mixed condition but generally Fine-Very Fine, ideal for the airmail specialist looking to corner the 
market on this attractive issue  1,000

President Anastasio Somoza García

Ex 306
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307 *          CO1, 1929 25c Orange, horizontal pair, fresh o.g., h.r., Fine-Very Fine, the largest known multiple, each 
signed "AD" (Diena)  120

308 *          CO1, 1929 25c Orange, vertical pair, few small h.r., top stamp with a tiny thin spot, otherwise fresh, Very 
Fine and largest known multiple  75

Airmail Official Issues  
 (Scott # CO1-59)
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309   6        CO1, 1929 25c Orange, tied on cover to Canal Zone by boxed Managua cancel, backstamped Cristobal 
September 19, 1929, envelope with central horizontal fold not affecting stamp, slightly trimmed at right 
removing portion of the cancel, a Fine and scarce use, ex-Rasmussen  100

310   6        CO2-3, 1929 25c-50c Airmail Officials, each on a registered cover to England with additional 15c 
Official (O291), Managua cancels and registry handstamp, each routed through New York City and with 
appropriate transit and arrival backstamps, Very Fine and attractive, though philatelic  100

311   6        CO3, 1929 50c Pale blue, tied on registered cover to England along with 20c Official (O292)  by Managua 
April 1, 1930 cancels with accompanying registry handstamp, "Oficial" handstamp, numerous transit 
cancels plus arrival backstamp show routing through New York City, Very Fine double rate (philatelic) use  75

View of Cristobal, Canal Zone

311
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312 *   4       CO4-8 var, 1932 15c-1cor Overprints, "Corroe" variety, blocks of four with top right stamp in each 
the variety, 15c paper adheres to gum, others top stamps h.r., botttom slightly disturbed gum, few perf 
separationss, fresh and Fine-Very Fine, scarce varieties  75

313 **   4       CO9, 1932 25c Black brown, PO fresh block of four, NH, Fine-Very Fine; each stamp signed Bloch (Scott 
$170 for hinged singles)  200

314 *   4       CO9, 1932 25c Black brown, block of four with bottom right stamp light and barely legible impression 
of second "i" in "Official" (appears as "Offic al"), l.h., Fine-Very Fine, ex-Moorhouse (Scott $170 as singles)  75

315 *          CO9, 1932 25c Black brown, single and vertical pair, each with shifted overprint causing "Correo 
Aereo" to appear at bottom, single h.r., pair disturbed gum, Fine-Very Fine, single signed Elliott, pair ex-
Moorhouse (Scott $127 as normal)  50

316 *          CO9 var, 1932 25c Black brown, "Corroe" variety, o.g., fresh and Fine, ex-Moorhouse  75

316Ex 315

314313
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317 *   4       CO9 var, 1932 25c Black brown, "Ofiaial" variety, block of four with top left stamp the variety, slightly dist 
o.g., light vertical crease in left stamps, otherwise Fine-Very Fine, ex-Charlat (Scott $170 as normal singles)  75

318 *          CO9 var, 1932 25c Black brown, "Ofiaial" variety, also a shifted overprint with "Correo Aereo" appearing 
at the bottom of the stamp, slightly dist o.g., fresh and Fine  50

319 * 3 6        CO1/59, 1929/61 Airmail Official Issues Specialized Collection, desirable selection of mint and used 
sets, singles and multiples plus approximately 105 covers, better include CO1 mint (two including 
one with APS certificate) and used, CO2a-c mint, CO2b block mint, CO3a-c mint, CO3 triple overprint 
mint, CO4-8 surcharge errors and varieties mint including multiples, assorted single franking covers 
to foreign destinations, CO4-5 pairs on registered cover to USA, CO5 pair on registered cover to 
Guatemala, extensive section of the "control" issues on and off cover (with single frankings and better 
foreign destinations including South Africa, Argentina (two censored covers), Panama, Canal Zone and 
Paraguay; includes surcharge varieties ("Corroe", "Ofiaial", etc.), CO10-14 with "Specimen" overprint 
singles and blocks, etc. followed by comprehensive selection of the 1935/61 issues on covers, usual mixed 
condition but overall Fine-Very Fine and a delightful view  750

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Additional images of collections can be viewed on our website at www.hrharmer.com

Ex 319
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320 */(*) 3         RA1-4, 1921 1c Postal Tax Issues Collection, majority on well-annotated homemade pages with various 
errors and varieties noted (many identified by Maxwell numbers), mostly complete mint and used 
including different settings, multiples, assorted cancels, etc., note better such as RA1 double overprint 
(5 unused or used), RA1 double surcharge, one inverted used, RA2 double overprint unused (2) and 
used, RA2a used (3 including one with RPS certificate), RA3 folded mint sheet of 200; double overprint, 
one inverted used (2), RA3a unused and used (3), RA4 double overprint used, RA4a used (7), etc. plus 
12 covers (all mixed franking) including 1921 registered to Chicago, etc., generally Fine-Very Fine; many 
ex-Maxwell or ex-Nathan  750

321 */(*) 3 

6        

RA6-9, 1921 1c Postal Tax Specialized Collection, mostly on homemade annotated pages with numerous 
surcharge errors and varieties many of which are identified by Maxwell numbers, assorted cancels, also 
includes approximately 25 covers showing variety of uses and frankings, highlights include RA6 on cover 
to Costa Rica with "Transito" handstamp, RA7  strip of 5 (stamps 1 and 3 no "." in "0.01" var) on cover to 
USA, RA7a used (6), RA7b used (2), RA8 domestic cover Managua to Leon, RA9a used, etc., usual mixed 
condition, mostly Fine-Very Fine, ideal for continuation  150

322 */(*) 3 

6        

RA10-28, 1922-26 Postal Tax Issues Specialized Collection, many hundreds of mint and used including 
multiples plus approximately 80 covers with majority neatly arranged and annotated on homemade 
pages with many additionally identified by Maxwell number and with the covers rate analyzed, includes 
surcharge errors and varieties of all types (broken or antique letters, spacings, missing period, etc.) 
plus errors including inverted, double, double with one inverted, etc., covers show variety of domestic 
and foreign uses, cancels, etc., note RA10 strip of three on cover Bluefields to New Orleans, bisect 
on wrapper to USA, RA11 inverted red overprint; double red overprint; double overprint one black, 
one red; double red overprint, one inverted; pair and single on cover Managua to Chicago, RA12-16 
assortment of mint blocks with surcharge varieties, RA16 on cover Bluefields to Chicago, RA17-18 useful 
group showing numerous varieties in the local surcharge including the "no period" varieties, RA18 pair 
without surcharge (probably printer's waste), singles with black, double red and double green overprints, 
pairs with green or double red overprints, on 1923 registered cover (scarce) to USA, on 1923 cover to 
Texas routed through Colombia for some unknown reason, RA19 red surcharge (essay?), black double 
surcharge, RA24 sheet of 50 imperforate vertically and imperforate at bottom, RA25 double surcharge 
used, "block of three" on cover Bluefields to New Orleans, RA26 strip of 4 (pre-printing paperfold) with 
"Specimen" overprint and punch, usual mixed condition but a Fine lot for the specialist  750

323   6        RA18, 1922 1c Violet, Dark blue overprint, top left corner margin single (imperforate top and left) plus 
1c on 10c Yellow pair (416) tied on legal size cover to USA by lightly struck Managua April 1923 cancels, 
backstamped Corinto April 7, 1923, light vertical bend at left not affecting stamps, Very Fine; the only 
recorded use of this postal tax error issue on cover  100

Postal Tax Issues
(Scott # RA1-75)
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324 * 3 6        RA29/75, 1927/62 Postal Tax Issues Collection, complete (less RA37) and mostly on pages and 
including many hundreds of stamps with plethora of surcharge varieties and errors (omitted, inverts, 
doubles, doubles - one inverted, etc.), multiples, some proofs and specimens, note RA39 with additional 
"1929" overprint (2), RA41 plate proof gutter block of four (creased) and top right block of six with 
Die F-9164, RA42 with signature control covers (10), RA43 die proof, plate proof block (2), block with 
"all over" specimen perfin, RA44 with "1931" at bottom on cover to USA, RA44 var on 1c Green instead 
of 1c Red orange, RA44 with signature control on picture postcard to USA (rare on postcard), RA45 
array of surcharge errors, RA46 on ad cover to USA,  RA47 mint and used (each ex-Moorhouse), RA50 
on cover to USA, RA53 photo proof mounted on card (unique), RA55-58 assortment including perf 
errors (including imperfs), tete-beche pairs (including covers), sheets of four, RA62 photo proof on 
card (unique), loaded with approx 160 pre-1960s covers showing range of domestic and foreign uses 
with destinations including Austria, Cuba, Mexico, Switzerland, etc., usual mixed condition, generally 
Fine-Very Fine, an extraordinary collection of these underappreciated issues  1,200

325 * 3 6        RA37, 1928 1c Plum Postal Tax Exhibit Collection, nicely written up on specialized pages and with some 
additional material added, including proofs, specimens, and multiples; approximately 20 covers with 
variety of uses, notables include unique die proof (die F8759) on card mounted on card with numerous 
ms notations including a note attached to the card instructing a change in color, sunken die proof in 
issued color, unique top margin plate proof gutter block of eight with "For Approval" handstamp in 
margin, plate proof bottom right corner margin block of 12 (some ms notations in margin) and a plate 
proof top left corner margin block of eight with Die F-8759, top margin block of 20 with Die F-8759 and 
ms notations plus overall "Specimen ABN Co" perfin over entire block (few stamps damaged), block 
of four with "Specimen" overprints and punch (also includes same for RA41-43), covers include 1929 
registered "A.R." cover to Philadelphia, 1929 first flight cover (2), generally Fine-Very Fine, a lovely 
collection  1,000
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326           P 1930 1c, 5c Photographic Archive Photo Proofs mounted on a card with ms notations "17407" and 
"3/8/30" above stamp-sized photos, Very Fine and unique, the 5c value was never issued  100

327           P RA42P, 1933 1c Orange, Plate proof on card, folded sheet of 200 with central vertical gutter between 
panes of 100, Die F 9951 and "For Approval" handstamp at top, some ms notations at bottom, some 
proofs affected by the horizontal fold, otherwise Very Fine  100

IMPORTANT NOTICE

We are Now Accepting Consignments for Spring 2020
For more information, contact Charles Epting  at 929.436.2800 or email info@hrharmer.com
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328           P RA43P, 1937 1c Green, Large die proof, die sunk on card (225x150mm) in issued color with security 
punch in design, Die 62747 A above design, ms "F9164"  order number at top, ms notations at bottom 
include cancellation note, a light corner bend lower left, still Very Fine  200

329   6        RA45 var, 1935 1c Orange with Granada Postmaster signature, Diagonal bisect, tied on cover to Managua 
by Granada December 28, [1935] cancel, backstamped Managua the same day, cover central vertical 
fold, still Very Fine, pays the ½c unsealed letter surface rate  75

330   6        RA49, 1935 1c Orange, vertical strip of three tied on domestic cover to Managua by San Juan Del Sur 
February 26, 1936 cancels, backstamped Managua February 28, Very Fine, the only recorded use of a 
multiple of this issue  75

329
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331       S    RA60aS, 1949 5c Greenish blue, Imperforate Sheet of 4, Waterlow security punch, small punch in each 
stamp, gummed paper with small paper adherence at top, Very Fine and rare baseball topical  100

332           1954/71 "Semana de Comunicaciones" (Communications Week) Postal Tax Issues Specialized Collection, 
exceptional collection of these overlooked issues required to be used during "Communications Week" 
(first week in November) in an amount equivalent to the regular postage, includes mint and used stamps 
with some overprint varieties, 1962 issue with "A"-"D" overprints, an array of approximately 200 covers 
including registered, foreign destinations, etc., usual mixed condition, mostly Fine-Very Fine, view to 
appreciate  750

Ex 332
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333   6        H&G 7, 1889 3c Blue on cream, Leon November 23, 1888 origination cds, Corinto transit and Bremen 
December 25 receiving cancel, ms "via Panama -New-York" routing, Very Fine and attractive and the 
earliest recorded use  50

334   6        H&G 7, 1889 3c Blue on cream, Leon October 2, 1889 originating cds with Corinto and Paris/Etranger 
transit markings on card addressed to Madrid, Spain, Very Fine and a rare destination  75

335   6        H&G 7, 1889 3c Blue on cream, Leon December 1, 1889 dispatch cancel with Corinto transit and 
Bruxelles February 1890 arrival cds, trivial bit of postal wear but a Very Fine and rare use to Belgium  50

336   6        H&G 16, 1892 2c Dark blue on buff, mailed September 2, 1892 on the train from Chinandega to Corinto, 
card was off-loaded and then cancelled by black dated "Buzon Ambulante" Corinto duplex (upper case 
town killer), card bit of wear with sole light bends and bit of soing but still a Fine and rare piece of train mail  60

337 *  6        H&G 1/47, 1878/99 Postal Cards Specialized Collection, marvelous collection of postal and message/reply 
cards arranged in a binder, while the mint cards are available, the trick is to find them properly used and it is 
in this respect that the collection excels as the approximately 190 used cards show range of foreign (including 
Austria, Germany, Panama, Spain, Greece, Scotland, Switzerland, Brazil, Hungary, Colombia), and domestic 
used, useful array of origination cancels and postal markings, some highlights include H&G 2 1889 Greytown 
to USA with San Juan del Norte cancels; H&G 7 1889 Leon to USA; H&G 8 1891 Ocotal (rare) to Masaya; 
H&G 9 1890 early use Matagalpa to Germany; H&G 13 1891 Matagalpa to Germany and returned (plethora 
of markings); H&G 17 with "Cancelled" handstamp; H&G 21 late use (1918) to Germany with a German 
Feldpost marking, etc., usual mixed condition with most Fine or better, an outstanding foundation collection  2,000

Postal Cards

Ex 337
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338           P 1914 1c National Palace Plate Proof, black on india, 52x47mm, die C-1074 imprint at top, Very Fine and 
unique, this same image was used to create the indicia of the 1922 1c postal card  200

339       S    H&G 87, 1922 1c Postal Card, "Specimen. A.B.N. Co." Perfin, red "F6971" at top, affixed on the typical 
filing card, Very Fine, one of two known  150

340   6        H&G 87, 1922 1c Postal Card, "U.S. Marines NN7NIC" call letters of US Marines radio station at Campo 
de Marte in Managua, printed "QSL" on back side of 1c postal card addressed to USA and with the 
usual 1c postal tax franking added, Very Fine and unusual, short wave radio communication was the 
quickest and often most dependable method of Marine Corps communication with the US, with amateur 
operators sometimes serving as intermediates for official messages  75

340
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341   6        H&G 87, 1922 1c Postal Card, January 16, 1930 "Fifth Reg. U.S.M.C./Managua, Nicaragua" duplex ties 
US 1c Green on Nicaragua 1c postal card addressed to Rye, New York; typed notation "NN1NIC Aircraft 
Sqdns 2nd Brigade U S Marines/Managua Nic" at top of card, central horizontal fold through US stamp 
with hinge reinforcement on the back, still Very Fine; card confirmed a short-wave radio contact by the 
US Marines radio station in Managua (call letters NN1NIC), the 1c postage pays the postage through 
the US military system which operated in parallel with the Nicaraguan mails (Nicaragua 1c not paying 
any rate)  75

342 *          H&G 87, 1922 1c Postal Card Exhibit Collection, well-organized and annotated collection of mint card 
in grey geen, grey and grey brown (rarely used) shades, the "meat" of the collection, though, is in the 
wide range of 33 cards showing domestic and foreign uses to an amazing array of destinations, among 
the many highlights Domestic 1925 and 1926 local use in Managua of grey brown card, Inernational 
Destinations with Argentina, Australia, Austria, Bahamas, Costa Rica, England with November 1932 
latest recorded use), Germany, Guatemala, Haiti, Iran (ex-Pocock, pictured in Nicarao April 1, 1996, page 
21), Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Philippines, Tunisia, United States including November 17, 
1922 earliest known use to New York City, and Uruguay; cards show various rates incl 1c + 1c postal 
tax (domestic and to the USA), Pan-American rate, overseas rate of 6c, commercial reply rate, post-
1930 overseas rate reduction to 4½c, excellent condition throughout, generally Very Fine and virtually 
impossible to duplicate  2,500

Pioneer air support from
the U.S. Marines in Nicaragua

341
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343 6 H&G B3, 1889 5c on 10c Violet on blue, Chinandega December 22, 1889 cds plus town killer, addressed 
to Leon, tiny edge break at left and bits of backflap missing of no consequence, Very Fine, one of just 
three domestic uses of this rare envelope known and the only one used from Chinandega  500

Postal Stationery Envelopes

Church in Chinandega
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344 1 H&G B3 var, 1889 5c on 10c Violet on blue, Double surcharge, mint entire, fresh and Very Fine and rare  50

345 16 H&G B1/25, 1888/94 Postal Stationery Envelopes Specialized Collection, phenomenal array of entires 
in an overstuffed binder with majority neatly mounted and annotated on homemade pages, the real 
heart of the collection is the sheer number of used envelopes (over 180) as these are generally elusive 
in nature, note specimen overprints, domestic uses with some scarce originating cancels including 
town killers, some with uprating, foreign destinations including Trinidad, Guatemala, Salvador, Austria, 
Scotland, Costa Rica, Holland, Peru, Mexico, Canada, etc., many highlights but need to point out (H&G 
numbers) Mint B3 (pristine), B10 double impression, Used B1 1889 Corinto to Leon (scarce origination 
duplex cancel), B2 1889 double weight domestic use Managua to San Juan del Sur, B3 Masaya to Paris 
(one of a handful known used; small scuff in indicia), B5 with Corinto date of issue cancel, B9b 1891 
Ocotal (scarce) to Leon, B9c 1891 with Leon "Buzon Ambulante" (train mobile mailbox) cancel, B10 
1891 Chinandega (scarce) to USA, B14 1892 El Viejo (scarce) to Leon, B20 1893 Leon to Mexico via 
Guatemala, etc., usual mixed condition but generally Fine-Very Fine or better, rarely encountered so 
comprehensive  2,500
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346 1893 Seebeck Postal Stationery Essays, Hamilton Bank Note Co. composite essay die proof strips of four 
in black, red and blue on india hinged onto a card, unaccepted circular design showing scrollwork, blank 
denomination tablets and position 4 without "Centavos", accompanied by set of single essays in the same 
colors (blue without "Centavos") and three vignette type essays with design of woman with shield in the 
same three colors, Very Fine and scarce  250

The Hamilton Bank Note Company leased 
offices out of the Washington Building at  

No. 1 Broadway, New York City
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347 c.1903 First Fiscal Issue Proofs Assortment, all without denomination and including imperf trial color 
proof pairs and blocks, Waterlow working die proof in black and unfinished design proof in aqua, 
printer's waste imperf strip of five and margin block of 20 in green, blocks of six mounted on cards for 
inclusion in salesman sample books, also some imperf color proof blocks of eight (3) and some larger 
multiples for the 1908 issue, etc., generally fresh and Fine-Very Fine  250

348 c.1908 Fiscal Issue, Waterlow sunken die proof, in black, 72x110 mm, without denomination, accompanied 
by non-denominated trial color proof in red brown and the final plate proof in black, Very Fine  150

349 c.1918 Revenue Essay and Proofs, all without denomination; imperf color essay in green on india, color 
proof in green on card with security punch mounted on archive card, photo essay mounted on kraft 
paper with order number and date, all Very Fine  100

Revenue Stamps

Ex 349
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350 c.1918 Revenue Die proof on india without denomination in black sunk on card (230x150 mm), die 
C-1285 above design, ms "31356" at lower right, Very Fine in every respect  75

351 S 1919 Revenues "Specimen" Overprints Collection, 68 1c-50cor singles with oveprint in red or black and 
security punch in mounts on pages, some duplication and includes some shade varieties and sets with 
stamps 31 mm or 32½ mm high, NH, Fine-Very Fine  75

352 6 1919 1c Orange and black revenue, single franking tied on drop mail cover by barely legible Bluefields 
May 2, 1925 cancel (pays the proper 1c/20gr rate), Very Fine use of a revenue as postage and a very rare 
(maybe unique) example of revenue stamp paying Bluefields drop mail in this rate period  50

352
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353 6 1919 Revenues on Covers Collection, ten covers with fiscal stamps used as postage including two covers 
where used in combination with postal issues, includes 1919 5c single franking to USA during Bluefields 
provisional period; 1924 to USA with 1c, 2c and "T" due marking; 1925 registered to USA with the 
revenue paying the 1c postal tax fee; 1927 registered to USA with 1c block of six; 1927 to USA with 1c 
strip of three; 1927 to USA with 1c strip of three and "Paquebot" marking; 1934 to Switzerland with 10c 
plus postage issues tied by United Fruit Co. cancels, etc., usual mixed condition but a Fine and desirable 
assortment  250

354 6 1928 5c "Fiscales Resello 1928" overprint, tied on back side of a cover addressed to USA by light 
Bluefields April 14, 1930 cancel (additional strike on front side), Very Fine and rare single revenue 
franking paying double weight rate (4c) plus 1c postal tax  75

View of Bluefields

354
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355 136 1903/35 Revenues Specialized Collection, in a well-filled binder with many on specialized homemade 
pages, includes mint, used, multiples, surcharge errors and varieties, used as postage on covers, variety 
of fiscal cancels including perfin, few later documents, etc., highlights galore but need to mention 1913 
issue proofs including pairs, 1927 1c "Resello 1927" double overprint mint, 1927 10c pair with "Resello 
1927" double overprint - one inverted mint pair, 1928 specimen overprints including 2c top margin block 
of six, 1930 issue specimen overprints, Covers 1912 wrapper Granada to Managua with 1908 10c pair and 
"T" marking, 1918 cover Corinto to USA with 1908 5c single franking, 1919 Bluefields to USA with 1919 
5c single franking, 1925 registered cover to England with combination of postage, official and revenue 
issues, etc., usual mixed condition with majority Fine-Very Fine or better, an amazing collection  2,000

356 6 Ship Mail Covers Collection, approximately 100 covers and cards to 1980 showing cancels of United Fruit 
Co. (1930s), excellent assortment of   "Paquebot" markings, "Ship Letter" handstamps, assorted ships 
plus some miscellany including some American Consular mail, variety of frankings and uses, foreign 
destinations (mostly USA) but also Canal Zone, Mexico, Denmark, Guatemala, Greece, etc., note 1897 
10c stationery envelope to Germany with scarce 2-line "Paquebot/(N.Y.-2D Div.)" Handstamp; 1903 
postcard to Germany with 2c, 3c tied by "Gir" handstamps; 1907 4c postal card to Germany with straight-
line "Paquebot;" 1907 American Consular Service (Managua) to USA with "N.Y.P.O. Paquebot" cds; 1909 
Leon to USA with "Paquobot" (29 mm) handstamp; 1927 Bluefields to Panama with O281 bisect via 
schooner "Linda S," etc., generally Fine or better, perfect for the specialist in ship mails  1,200
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HEINRICH KÖHLER 
AUKTIONSHAUS GMBH & CO. KG

Wilhelmstr. 48
65183 Wiesbaden

Germany

phone +49 611 39381
www.heinrich-koehler.de

CORINPHILA 
VEILINGEN B.V.

Mortelmolen 3
1185 XV Amstelveen / Amsterdam 

Netherlands

phone +31 20 6249740
www.corinphila.nl

H.R. 
HARMER

45 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 2607
New York, NY 10111

U.S.A.

phone +1 929 436 2800
www.hrharmer.com

JOHN BULL
STAMP AUCTIONS LTD.

7/F, Kwong Fat Hong Building
1 Rumsey Street

Sheung Wan, Hong Kong

phone +852 2890 5767
www.jbull.com

CORINPHILA 
AUKTIONEN AG

Wiesenstr. 8
8032 Zurich 
Switzerland

phone +41 44 3899191
www.corinphila.ch

Auction Auction Dates Consignment 
Deadline

Corinphila Veilingen, Netherlands    Fine Stamp Auctions, founded in 1974.

Spring Auction 1-4 April 2020 24 December 2019

Heinrich Köhler, Germany    The oldest stamp auction house in Germany, founded in 1913.

The ERIVAN Collection – German States 2 14 December 2019 -

Spring Auction March 2020 15 January 2020

Corinphila Auctions, Switzerland    The oldest stamp auction house in Switzerland, founded in 1919.

International Auction, incl.
The ERIVAN Collection – Switzerland 1
The ERIVAN Collection – Zeppelin 1

3-7 December 2019 -

International Auction May/June 2020 15 March 2020

H.R. Harmer, USA    Fine Stamp Auctions, founded in 1940.

The ERIVAN Collection – United States 2 10 December 2019 -

Spring Auction April 2020 January 2020

John Bull, Hong Kong    The oldest stamp auction house in Hong Kong, founded in 1975.

Autumn Auction 5-8 December 2019 -

Spring Auction June 2020 March 2020

Deutschlands ältestes Briefmarken-Auktionshaus

HEINRICH KÖHLER
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Terms and conditions
BIDDING
1. Unless announced otherwise by the auctioneer, all bids are per lot, as num-

bered in the printed Catalog. H.R. Harmer, as agent for the consignor or ven-
dor, shall regulate the bidding and shall determine the manner in which the 
bidding shall be conducted. Harmer reserves the right to withdraw any lot 
prior to sale (without liability to any potential purchaser or agent), to re-offer 
any withdrawn lot, to divide a lot or to group two or more lots belonging to 
the same consignor or vendor, and to refuse any bid believed not made in 
good faith.

2. The highest bid acknowledged by the auctioneer shall prevail. Should a 
dispute arise between bidders (including a dispute between a floor bidder 
and the auctioneer acting on behalf of a mail bidder, consignor or vendor), 
the auctioneer alone shall determine who is the successful bidder and whe-
ther to reoffer the lot in dispute. Should a dispute arise after the sale, the 
auctioneer’s sale records shall be conclusive. On all lots sold, a commission of 
18% on the hammer price is payable by the buyer.

3. (a) The auctioneer reserves the right to bid on behalf of clients (and consignors 
or vendors) but shall not be liable for errors and omissions in executing instruc-
tions to bid, however received, and whether such errors or omissions be those 
of the bidder or agent or those of the auctioneer.
(b) All lots are offered subject to a reserve price. The auctioneer may imple-
ment such reserve price. The auctioneer may implement such reserve price 
by bidding on behalf of the consignor vendor.

(c) It may also be assumed that all consignors have been advanced monies 
against the sale of their stamps and Harmers therefore has a security interest 
over and above the normal auction commission.
(d) Purchases made by a consignor or vendor or his agent on his own lots 
shall be considered as a sale subject to commissions and sales tax as appli-
cable.
(e) Agents are responsible for all purchases made on behalf of their clients, 
unless other arrangements have been confirmed in writing prior to the auc-
tion.
(f ) HRHarmer further reserves the right to ban any bidder from participation 
in its’ sales for any reason deemed appropriate in its’ sole discretion.
(g) HRHarmer retains the right to demand a cash deposit from anyone prior 
to bidder registration and/or to demand payment at the time the lot is Ham-
mered down to the highest bidder, for any reason whatsoever. In the event 
that any buyer refuses or fails to make payment in cash for any lot at the time 
it is knocked down to him, the auctioneer reserves the right to reoffer the lot 
for sale to the highest bidder.

PAYMENT FOR PURCHASES
4.        (a) Subject to any extension of credit (which shall be made in accordance    
           with Harmers’ credit policies and requested prior to the commencement 
          of the auction), payment for lots shall be as follows:

 (i) Floor Bidders. All floor bidders must register prior to the beginning of sale. 
All invoices to Floor Bidders shall be due on theday of the auction.
(ii) Mail Bidders. A successful mail bidder will be notified of lots purchased. 
Payment is due within ten (10) business days of auction. Mailed delivery 
will be to the address on the bid sheet and proof by Harmers of receipt 
of a sending at the advised address shall constitute delivery. All charges 
for handling and delivery shall be added to your invoice. All shipments 
sent by Harmers are fully insured against loss in transit unless otherwise 
requested.
(iii) Where an opinion of a generally recognized authority is desired, pay-
ment is still due within ten (10) business days of auction. We will hold the 
funds while we send the items to the recognized authorities.

        (b) Payment is accepted in the form of
(i) Check in U.S. dollars drawn on a U.S. bank. If payment is made by check, 
Harmer’s reserves the right to hold shipment/delivery for up to ten (10) 
business days while it clears.

(ii) By wire transfer. Harmers will credit your account with the actual USD s 
credited to our account net of any fees.
(iii) By credit card (MasterCard, Discover or Visa). Payment by credit card is 
accepted as payment but will be subject to a 3% Convenience fee. This fee 
will be added to the total of the invoice including hammer price, buyer’s 
premium, shipping and other applicable taxes and fees.

TITLE; DEFAULT
5.    (a) Subject to the fulfillment of all of the conditions set forth herein, on 
        the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, title to the offered lot will pass to the 
     highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer, and such bidder the 
       reupon (a) assumes full risk and responsibility therefore, and (b) will pay 
           the purchase price as set forth in Conditions of Sale 4.

(b) In addition to other remedies available to us by law, we reserve the right 
to impose from the date of sale a late charge of 2% per month if payment is 
not made in accordance with the conditions set forth herein. Unless other-
wise agreed by Harmers, all property must be removed from our premises 
by the purchaser at his expense not later than 10 business days following 
its sale.
(c) If any applicable conditions herein are not complied with by the purchaser, 
the purchaser will be in default and in addition to any and all other remedies 
available to us and the Consignor by law, including, without limitation, the right 
to hold the purchaser liable for the total purchase price, including all fees, char-
ges and expenses more fully set forth herein, we, at our option, may (x) cancel 
the sale of that, or any other lot or lots sold to the defaulting purchaser at the 
same or any other auction, retaining as liquidated damages all payments made 
by the purchaser, or (y) resell the purchased property, whether at public auc-
tion or by private sale, or (z) effect any combination thereof. In any case, the 
purchaser will be liable for any deficiency, any and all costs, handling charges, 
late charges, expenses of both sales, our commissions on both sales at our re-
gular rates, legal fees and expenses, collection fees and incidental damages. We 
may, in our sole discretion, apply any proceeds of sale then due or thereafter be-
coming due to the purchaser from us or any affiliated company, or any payment 
made by the purchaser to us or any affiliated company, whether or not intended 
to reduce the purchaser’s obligations with respect to the unpaid lot or lots, to 
the deficiency and any other amounts due to us or any affiliated companies. In 
addition, a defaulting purchaser will be deemed to have granted and assigned 
to us and our affiliated companies, a continuing security interest of first priority 
in any property or money of or owing to such purchaser in our possession or in 
the possession of any of our affiliated companies, and we may retain and apply 
such property or money as collateral security for the obligations due to us or to 
any affiliated company of ours. We shall have all of the rights accorded a secured 
party under the New York Uniform Commercial Code (UCC ).
(d) Payment will not be deemed to have been made in full until we have coll-
ected good funds. Any claims relating to any purchase, including any claims 
under the Conditions of Sale, must be presented directly to Harmer. In the 
event the purchaser fails to pay any or all of the total purchase price for any 
lot and Harmer nonetheless elects to pay the Consignor any portion of the 
sale proceeds, the purchaser acknowledges that Harmers shall have all of 
the rights of the Consignor to pursue the purchaser for any amounts paid to 
the Consignor, whether at law, in equity, or under these Conditions of Sale.

 

EXHIBITION AND INSPECTION OF LOTS; QUALITY 
AND AUTHENTICITY
7.    (a) On Premises Inspection and Postal Viewing. Ample opportunity is 
       given for on premises inspection prior to the auction date, and, upon  
    written request and at Harmers discretion, for inspection by pos- 
              tal viewing (all as detailed elsewhere in this Catalog).

(b) Each lot is sold as genuine and correctly described, based on individual 
description as modified by any specific notations in this Catalog, including 
but not restricted to the section entitled "Key to Cataloguing”.
(c) Quality. Any lot which a purchaser considers to be incorrectly described 
may be returned to Harmers within two weeks of its receipt by such purchaser 
("Returning Purchaser”), provided, however, that the same is received by Har-
mers within four weeks of the date of the auction; however, Harmers may, in 
its discretion, refuse acceptance of such returned lot. If an opinion of a ge-
nerally recognized authority is desired, the period of time within which a lot 
must be received by Harmers will be extended in accordance with Condition 
of Sale 8. In the event that a dispute cannot be resolved by reference to a ge-
nerally recognized authority, and Harmers thereupon undertakes to re-offer 
the lot with a description identical to the description disputed, the Returning 
Purchaser shall be liable for the deficiency, if any, between the proceeds of 
the sale to the Returning Purchaser and the proceeds of a sale to a subse-
quent purchaser, as well as for all costs and expenses of the re-sale, including 
commission, and all incidental damages. Any lot, the description of which is 
disputed, must be returned intact in the condition received by the purchaser. 
The following lots are not returnable except at the discretion of Harmers: (i) 
lots from purchasers who attended the exhibition of the lots; (ii) lots exa-
mined by postal viewers; (iii)lots on account of their appearance, if they are 



illustrated in this Catalog; (iv) lots described as having repairs, defects 
or faults— for any reason; (v) U.S. stamps (through 1918) for reasons of 
paper inclusions, (vi) no encapsulated stamps unless originally offered in 
this condition. (vii) Multiple stamp/item lots including sets of 15 or more 
stamps, collections, large lots and group lots, whether certified or not, as 
sold "As Is” and are not returnable for any reason.
(d) Authenticity. Any lot which is declared otherwise than genuine by 
a generally recognized authority is returnable, provided such lot is re-
ceived by Harmers within four weeks of the date of the auction. Proof 
that a generally recognized authority declines to express an opinion is 
normally grounds for the return of a lot.
(e) Expenses incurred in the submission and the return of a lot under 
Conditions of Sale 7-9 are not refunded.

 

EXTENSION OF TIME
8.           All lots to be sent out on extension must be paid in advance and sub 
               mitted by H.R. Harmer.

(a) If a lot is certified by a generally recognized authority to be other 
than as described:

(i) the sale (and the invoice with respect thereto, if outstanding) 
will be cancelled; an
(ii) to the extent set forth in Condition of Sale 9, payment of the 
expense of certification will be made to the purchaser.
(iii) in the event any item "not as described,” the buyer will be re-
funded the purchase price and certification fee up to $500 unless 
otherwise agreed.

(b) Any lot with a P.F. or PSE certificate issued in the last six years is not 
eligible for extension.

 

EXPENSES OF CERTIFICATION
9.        Expenses of certification shall be borne by the purchaser except where 
          a lot is certified other than as described and is returned to Harmers in 
            accordance with Condition of Sale 8.

 

SALES TAX
10.      New York residents will be charged sales tax as well as bidders who pick 
           up at the Live Auction venue or our office without a valid Resale Certi 
            ficate.
 

SHIPPING OF PURCHASED LOTS TO ADDRESSES 
OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES
11.    Lots will be shipped by Federal Express (street addresses) or by USPS-

Express Mail (PO boxes) with a minimum fee of US$50 per shipment. If 
you wish to have your purchases delivered by another method, you must 
make your request in writing before the sale. You will need to prepay your 
invoice in full and guarantee that once the package is accepted by the 
postal service or other courier that HR Harmer, GPN Inc. is not liable for any 
loss or damage to the package, and that should any loss or damage take 
place, HR Harmer, GPN Inc. is not obligated to make refund or restitution.

JURISDICTION, VENUE, CHOICE OF LAW:
12.     (a) Dispute resolution shall occur in New York County, New York, USA. 

The provisions of the Conditions of Sale will be construed and disputes 
determined by application of New York Law.
(b) Notice, Service of Process: Buyers agree to accept all notices and ser-
vice of process relating to dispute resolution at the address provided by 
Buyer on any registration forms required to be executed as a condition 
of bidding in our auction.

(c) Dispute Resolution: All disputes and claims arising out of or relating 
to events and actions covered herein, brought by or against us, shall be 
resolved by mediation or binding arbitration in accord with the procedu-
res set forth below. This provision does not apply to claims brought by 
the Buyer directly against the Consignor, including, but not limited to any 
action brought pursuant to the rescission provisions noted above.

 

MEDIATION AND ARBITRATION PROCEDURES
13.     (a) Within 30 days of written notice that there is a dispute, the parties or 

their representatives may meet at a time and place mutually agreed 
upon, to mediate their differences. If the parties agree, a mediator ac-
ceptable to the parties shall be selected. The mediator shall be an attor-
ney, trained in mediation techniques and familiar with commercial law 
and the UCC. The mediator’s fees shall be shared equally and paid by all 
parties. At the mediation, all parties shall have actual authority to settle 
the dispute. Any statements made during, and all aspects of, the medi-
ation process shall be kept confidential and shall not be admissible in 
any subsequent arbitration or judicial proceeding. Any resolution shall 
be confidential.
(b) I f the parties cannot agree to mediation, or if mediation does not 
resolve the dispute, or in any event no longer than 60 days after re-
ceipt of written notice referred to above, the parties shall submit the 
dispute for binding arbitration before a single neutral arbitrator jointly 
selected, or absent agreement, selected from the panel of Arbitrators 
provided by the American Arbitration Association (AAA ). If, within 15 
days, the parties cannot agree on an arbitrator, then AAA shall select 
one (1) person as arbitrator in accord with AAA rules. The arbitrator shall 
be an attorney, experienced in commercial law and with the UCC. The 
arbitrator shall be required to follow the law in making his award, and 
the award shall be in writing and shall set forth findings of fact and legal 
conclusions.
(c) The arbitration shall occur within 60 days of the selection of the 
arbitrator, in New York County, New York, unless the parties agree to 
another location. Discovery and the procedure for the Arbitration shall, 
unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, follow the procedures and 
policies of AAA governing commercial arbitration, subject however to 
the following modifications:

All arbitration proceedings shall be confidential. None of the parties nor 
the arbitrator may disclose the existence, content or results of the arbi-
tration without the written consent of all parties.

The parties shall attempt to agree on the issues to be arbitrated, or 
identify the disputed issues in writing no later than 45 days prior to ar-
bitration.

Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, discovery, if any, shall be limited 
as follows:

 (a) Requests for no more than 10 clearly identified categories of docu-
ments, to be provided to the requesting party within 14 days of written 
request therefore;

(b) Depositions: No more than two (2) per party, provided however, the 
deposition(s) are to be completed within one (1) day; (c) Compliance 
with the above shall be enforced by the arbitrator in accord with New 
York law.

Each party shall have no longer than eight (8) hours to present its posi-
tion. The entire hearing before the arbitrator shall not take longer than 
three (3) consecutive days, unless all parties agree otherwise in writing. 
(d) The award shall be made in writing no more than 30 days following 
the end of the proceeding. Judgment upon the award rendered by the 
arbitrator may be entered by any court having jurisdiction thereof. Each 
party shall bear its own attorney’s fees and costs in connection with the 
proceedings and shall share equally the fees and expenses of the arbi-
trator.
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A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

H.R. HARMER
45 Rockefeller Plaza, Suite 2607

New York, NY 10111
Phone: (929) 436-2800

Fax: 714.389.9189
Email: info@hrharmer.com

Website:www.hrharmer.com

November 12, 2019
Public Auction 3028

Please limit my total purchases to:

           $

(not including Buyer’s Premium)
Note: Limits of less than $1000 are

respectfully declined.

You may increase my bids by the following
percentage if necessary to win a lot (circle 

one)

10%          20%          30%
 

I understand that bids so increased will be
reduced to conform to normal bidding

intervals and that a Buyer’s Premium of 18% 
will be added to the total of all purchases.

Please supply shipping address if different from above.

Please bid for me in accordance with your Terms and Conditions 
of Sale, which I have read and agree to. I have indicated below my 
maximum bid for each lot. I understand that you will execute my bids 
at one bid increment over the next highest bid and that you will not 
use my maximum bid unless necessary to secure the lot.

I agree to pay for all purchases immediately upon notification.

I understand a buyer’s premium of 18% will be added to the total of 
my purchases.

Signed______________________________________________

Please charge my purchases to my Master/Visa/Discover Card

Credit card payments will be subject to a 3% convenience fee.
# _________________________________________________
Exp.___________________________CCV#________________
Billing Zip Code:  ______________________________________

BIDS BELOW THE LISTING START 
PRICE WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED
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R E M O V E  O R  M A K E  P H OTO CO P Y  F O R  A D D I T I O N A L  B I D S

A Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price of each lot.

Up to $100 . . . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $5
$100 to $300  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $10
$300 to $725  . . . . . . . . . . Increase by $25
$750 to $1,450 . . . . . . . . . Increase by $50
$1,500 to $2,900. . . . . . . . Increase by $100
$3,000 to $7,250. . . . . . . . Increase by $250

$7,500 to $14,500. . . . . . . Increase by $500
$15,000 to $29,000. . . . . . Increase by $1,000
$30,000 to $72,500. . . . . . Increase by $2,500
$75,000 to $145,000  . . . . Increase by $5,000
$150,000 to $290,000  . . . Increase by $10,000
$300,000 and up . . . . . . . . Increase by $25,000

Bidding Increments

Fax: 714.389.9189


